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HOLLAND,

15.

SATURDAY, MAY

MICH.,

27,

.WHOLE NO.

1876.

.

Sregi and ksiloUsi.

Gotland

dUitjj ^ewjs.

rhyiiolAM.

TAOESBURG.J.O.,Dealer

In Drugs and Medicinea, Paint* and OH*, Broshee.Ac. Phyaician'sprescriptions carefully pat ap; Eighth st.

IJ

WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

A

T\R. 8CHOUTEN * MEENGS'

PUBLISHED EVEBY SATURDAY AT

mm

*

cm,

mmi

*

VAN LANDEQEND’8 BLOCK.

OFFICE :

LOESBURa, Editor and PutMer.

0. J.

nm

Drug Store.
Flue Drugs, Medicines,Fancy Goods, Toilet
Article* and Perfum«rle*. Eighth street

XJ

^NNIS^T. E.,pPhysldan; tesldeuce, opposite
TYROEK A., Surgeon and Physician.Office over
the store of 0. Van Patten A Co., where he
can be found daring the day and night.

D

T

EDEBOER,B. PhyaWan and Surgeon: Office
in Drugs, Medlcorner Eleventh and River street opposite
clnes, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr. public square.
W. Van Din Bbbo'b Family Medicines; River St.
\f ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
Y17ALSH HEBER, Druggist £ Pharmacist:afull
over E. Hkbold's Boot and Shoe Store,
v
stock of goods appertainingto the business Eighth street.

VAN

PUTTEN, Wa., Dealer

v

Ml

v

See advertisement.

BV180BirTIOE:-l2.00pir7MrUAdmo«.

or

Q

O

Dry dooii.

JOB PR1MTXHO FBOXttLT AND NBATLT DOME.

OERTSCH, D. General dealer in

Dry
Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
cor. Eighth and River street*.

-

IJ

TERM& OF ADVERTISING:
One Batureof tenllnet,(nonptrell,) 75

cent*
for tint Insertion,end 35 cents for e&ch subsequent Insertion for eny period under three

Xj

Booths.
8 a.
1 Square ............... 8
.......... : .......
6
................ 8
M Column .................. 10
.............. 17
................. 25

2

••

3 “

*1 “
“

00 8 00
00 10 00

5
8
10
17
85
40

00

17
35
00 40
00 65
<H)

DO
00
00
00

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three

Kighlh street.

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published without charge.

An Z before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two Z Z signify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
All advertising bills collectable quarterly

TaJbn

Effect,

Sunday, April

H..&CO., DealersIn all kinds of Furnitnre, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toya, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.

OEIDSEMA J. M., A SON, General Dealers In
A- Furnltnre A Coffins; Eighth street. See advertisement.

I^LIETSTRA,A., Groceriesand

Supplies; a
.T ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always ou hand ; cor. Eighth and Market st.

rpE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Snpply Store;
J. a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.

Trains.

Holland.

“
“
“
“
*' “

Grand

Rapids.

5.25 a.

f

10.05 a. m.
12.10 p.m.
6.35 “ “
9.15 p.m.

a.

f 4.20 p.
A Al\ •*
6.40
“

m.

f 10.20 a. m.
10.25 “ “
* 8.80 “ “

“

Caps, Floor, Provisions, etc. ; River st.

WERKMAN A SONS, General DealersIn Dry
vv Goods, Groceries,Hats and Caps, etc.;
Grain, Flour and Feed made a speciality;River sL

UmTON

-12.25 p.
9.85 “

*

A AKELY, General Dealers In Dry
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Floor and Feed,

v

Provisions, etc. River street.

5.20
8.25
4.10

m.
“

flour ail food.

O LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in Flour and
Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff, Ac., Ac. In

Chicago. f 10.40 a. m.

“ “
11

PUTTEN G. A CO„ General Dealers, In
Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hat* and

m.

&

Buffalo

v

v

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 5.80

New

m.

10.35““
8.30 p. in.
8.35 r‘“ *

“ «*
“
«*

ROLLER,' D.,ReUil Dealer in Dry Goods,
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and conveyancer; office and store, cor. 9th and Market street.

A

Arrive at
Holland.

f

m.
p.m.
“ “
a.

• Dally exceptJSaturday

0

Slooter’sBrick Building— See Advertisement.

J. First Ward Hardware
Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th

trMt.

All trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time, which is 90 minutes later than Columbus
time.

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.

VAN DER VEEN, B., Dealer In General Hard-

v ware; cor. Eighth and River street.
VAN LANDEGEND A MELI8, Dealers In
v Hard-ware, Tin-wore and Farming Implements; Eighth street.

Taken Effect, Sunday, Nov. 21, 1675,

FROM GR’ND

RAPIDS

Express. Mall.
r. a.
4 15
4 83
5 45

a. a.
7 80

Sll
0 19
• 85

650
p.n.

880
i.n.
6.00
a a.

140
a. a.

705

lotali.

TO OR'ND RAPIDS.

STATIONS.

Express. Mall.
a. a.
10 10
9 55

Grand Rapids.

r.

a.

710

Allegan.

845

545

9 41
9 19

Otsego.
Pialnwell.

5
5 10

a flrst-class

985
950

Cooper.
Kalamazoo.

8 16
8 07
7 35

445
440

PHOENIX HOTEL. J.

6 65

M

785

a. a.
11 80
White Pigeon.
r.a.
6 80
Chicago.
r.a.
5 00
Toledo.
p. a.
9 80
Cleveland.

a.
5 50
p.a.
10 40
p.a.
11 55
p.a.

740

840

A.a.

F.a.
19 10

p.a.

r. a
1 is

A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor.
/a. First-classaccommodation. Free Boss to and
from the Trains. Eighth street.

744
896

Grandrille.

405

p.a.

a.

Buffalo.

pITY HOTEL. J. W. Mindiehout, Proprietor.
\J Boilt In 1678; FamishedInelegant style, and
hotel throughout.

McVioia Proprietor;
opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot ; good
accommodation; bnlldlng and farnlture new.

1

p 05
a.m.
6 60
a. a.

880
A.n

765

Mioh. Lake Shore Rail Road.

hun-

dred dollars over and above the one hun-

dred and

fifty dollars tpeclal tax

now

imposed under the general state law, has

A

petition to thus legislate so as to at-

known

cannot be enforced in this place while

17 ANTERS, A. M. Agent

Weed, Bark,

ceives its present moulding, was presented

He.

V

of the subject In Maine led to the enactment of the law In 1851. In 1858 Minnesota, Rhode Island, Massachusetts and
Vermont adopted essentially the same
law. In 1858 It was pasted by Michigan.
In 1854 New tfainptbire, Maryland, Connecticut and Ohio followed suit Delaware and Iowa were added to the list of
prohibitionStates; In Illinois the act
baaed the Legislature, but was defeated
by the people, to whom it was sent for
ratification; and in Wisconsin it was
twice passed, and twice vetoed by > the
Governor. From that time forward the
enthusiasm cooled, and a reaction set in.
The outcome of the whole movement, and
the conditionof mind Into which the public settled iteelf after the fever had subsided, could not be better described in
pages than was done in the remark of a
Massachusettspolitician,who said : “Everybody seems satisfied; the temperance
men have the law, and the other fellowshave
the liquor."

to the Common Council a few days ago,
Dealer In SUves. Wood and
I nave instanced prohibitorylaws In
Bark; office at his residence,Eighth street. and referred to one of the standing comthis relation tor the reason that (hey offer
m ft tees for report.
Tobacco and Clgsrs.
the most conspicuous illustrationot my
There in one line in the following ex- subject. Nothing would better show the
ROLLER, O. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
tract which we have italicised and which power of the delusion of the “ £0 ft enactCigars, Snuff, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
expresses a sentimentand a fact eminent- ed," and the weakness of the "Be it reWatches aad Jewelry.
solved' 1 itself, than the eagerness with
ly appropriate to this incideat : “ deadenwhich the coercive reformers hailed this
TOSLIN A BRKYM AN, Watchmakers, Jewelers,
•I and dealers In Fancy Goods; Kenyon's Block ing the sense of individual responsibility." certain solution of the social problem of
River Street.
A covert attempt to hold any eight aider- intemperance,the blind trust they put in
man responsible for a present moral defi- its efficacy,and thq utter failure if proved.
But enthusiasts,
#, reformers and
ciency which owes its existence to previous
<&ur
theoristslearn very slowly— If indeed they
neglect does not clear up the records for learn at all. No matter what failures
the past, neither does it give much hope they make, or whst (heir lessons, yesterProduce, Eto.
day, to day and to-morrow they go on
for the future.
making more and more laws; always the
Apples,* bnshel ................
“That State interference with the indi- machine is kept ranning; always the LegBeans, » bushel ...................1 50
Butter,
....................
vidual concerns, with morals and religious islatures are grinding, if not slowly, like
Clover seed, V bushel .............
belief,have all grown out of the best pur- the mills of Qod, at least like them exV dozen ...................
poses and sinccrest motives, is not ques- ceedingly small.”
Honey, f! lb .......................
18
Hay, F ton ............ .....
tioned for a moment But the wont tyOnions. V bushel ....... ........
The action of the Common Council
ranny is always that whose mainspring is
Potatoes, V bushel ...............
in
conscientious
conviction;
it
is
rarely
above
referred to consistedin the presenTimothy Seed, $ bushel ...........
Wool, Fib ........ .............
entirely brutal, or even selfish. They tation of a petition signed by ninety of
who plied the faggots or builded the scafWood.BUvei, Eto,
our most influential and respectablecitifolds where martyrs have made suffering
Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
ft 8 00
and death glorious, were Just as conscien- zens. It was referred to the Com. on
*• green ...................
tious and sincere in what they deemed Ways and Means, consistingof Aid.
beach, dry ................... 2 00
their duty as they who stood in the flames
green ..................
Schmid, Dykema and Croply. The abHemlock Bark ......................4 00® 460 or under the beam. All repressive laws,
sence
of Aid. Dykema, left the Committee
Staves, pork, white oak, .............®io 00
Staves, Tierce,
1200 restrictive and prohibitory enactomnts,
devided and two opposite reports were
Heading bolts, softwood ...... .... 8 00® 8 50 iumptuary legislationin every form, nave
Heading bolts, hardwood ..................
; 4 50 grown out of intense desire for the well- brought In. Aid. Cropley reporting iu
Stave bolts, softwood .....
................ : 50 being of the individual, and a mistaken
favtr and Aid. Schmidt against the reStave bolts, hard wood .......... ..........4 00
Railroad tics ............................
12 idea that it can be accomplished in some
way by extending the sphere of State gov- quest for a five hundred dollars city
;anda.
ernment, and deadening the Knee of individ- license At the session on Tuesday eveual retponabdity.
tOomcUd by the “Pfiwrr Jflfls.)'
ning the reports and the subject maUer
The
first form of oppressionwhich exWheat, white f bnshel ............ @1120
were discussed at length and ably preCorn, shelled » bushel .............85 ternal governmenttook naturallyenough
sented, resulting in the adoption of Aid.
related to the religious beliefs of men.
Buckwheat, F bnshel .............
75
The amount of mischief done in the world Schmid's document as will be seen from
Bran, » ton .......................
16 00
by the delusion under which men so long the published proceedings.
”S! labored, that It was the duty of Government to encourage religioustruth and dis- Ibr tAs Holland CUylfem;
courage religiouserror, is incalculable.
Holland, May 16th, 1876.
Pearl Barley,^ 166 M.'.V.'.V.V™.'8 00
7 00 The vices of administrationthat grew out
OUR VISIT TO IRELAND.
of U, the corruptions generated in both
Church and State, the demoralizationof
We had occasion to call at Zeeland last
society, and the degradationof individuals, are familiar to all who have read in- Saturday. Scarcely had wa entered the
telligentlythe history of these sincere but town but we saw “ the glorious Stripes and
misdirected efforts to establish religion by
Erron of Youth.
Stars” unfurled over the school building,
law. Instead of promoting,they have reA gentleman who suffered for years tarded the progress of civilization. The and the streets thronged with excited,

ANTERS. R.,

IV

# *

|

@

V

....

©

.

“
“
“

“

*•

;

Lx

All other trains dally except Sundays.

or prohibitory— ot five

tempt a policy which it is well

SUM,

223.

...

Hardware.

TTAVERKATE, G.

t Mixed trains.

liquor,through an additional license sys-

tem—

end dealer in

Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

.ttu

1

Orocsrlei.

VAN

Lears

Common

Oils city relative to the sale of

~~~ of the Law School at Yale College, on the
subject of “ Over Legislation.”

Irrlif Hachlnii.

IT’

HpE

1875.

23,

V

IfEYER

MX

lAUtlRSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods,
XJ Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hals, Caps,
Clothing and Feed; River street.

Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

recent proceedingsof the

for Ottawa and Alle- publin sentiment on this and similar quesgan Counties,for the “Howe Sewing Mations of a social and moral character rechine." Dealers in needles and attachments.

Otural Dialen.

$ail |toads.

The

Council of

I\

rnrnltars.

annum.

lines, $3.00 per

Office.

6 a. 1 1 r.

60
On
00
00
00
00

ITAUPELL, U.. Manufacturer of

Misses., Fashionable Dressmakers.

Rooms opposite the Post

T

Eighth street.

SmiBiklnf.

r ADDER

iaddlsw.

-vl

Mliehimui Orer-Lsgiilition.— The World covered at last in the perfect proviaione of
the Prohibitorylaw. Tea years’ agitation
U hoifig LofiiUtod too Muoh.

called our special attention to a lecture deA. City Physlolan. Office at Dr.
Schonten A Meengs’ Drug Store,8th Street. livered last week before one of the Clubs

CHOUTEN. R.

n

ZM,

w

®

®

$ytm\

Liviry and Ball Btallu.

from Nervous Debility, Premature Decay, interferenceof Christian rulers, honest nervous, anxious, but withal wsll behavbut ignorant, has done the world vastly ing children. We were kindly invited to
more barm than good. Their legislation
A>
the “ Chapel”— the “ Kenyon’s Hall” of
was mischievous. The undoing of it reZeeland—
where the young ladies of ZeeVTTBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sole Stable; direction for making the simple remedy leased the conscience, intellect, and will
by
which
he
was
cured.
Sufferers
wish*
of
the
world.
But
perhaps
you
think
I
land
had
prepared an excellent dinner,
ll Officeof Dally Stage Line to Sangatack, 9th
street,near Market.
ing to profit by the advertiser’sexperience am wasting time telling you whst all will complimentary to them.
can do so by addressingin perfect confi- admit, and none deny, that it is mischievAfter dinner we went to the school
aftnakat aad BlaakaalUi.
dence,
ous and wrong for Governmentto underbuilding
already filled with men, women
JOHN B. OGDEN,
take the regulationof religion. Experip\IJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
42 Cedar st., New York,
ence
has
shown
that,
you
say
;
it
is one of
and
children,
deeply interested In the
XJ Shop. Horse-shoeingand all kind* of repairthe plainest lessons of history. You are school contest,carried on under the au
ing done. River Street.
right. It is. But you take one hundred
pLIEMAN, J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
members of your intelligent Legislature, spices of the “Teacher’s Association”
and
curtains
of
every
description,
and
all
Hors* Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
formed by the teachers of the schools in
pons. Cash paid for Furs.
kinds of new Furniture. Prices as low os who are all of one religious denomination
—Baptists,Methodists, or whst not, and the vicinity of Zeeland. The various
the lowest.
H. MEYER & CO.
Virokait Tollon*
put them on an island with twenty-five
schools were representedby ten or twelve
men of some other, or of no sect, to estabpOSMAN, J. W., Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
To OoniumptlTM.
of the (as we suppose) brightest scholars
In ready made clothing and Gentc1 Famishlish society and organize a government; if
ing Goods.
from
each school, who contested for prizes
your
Methodists
or
Baptists
are
only
earThe adyertlser, having been permanentV^BOTi W., Merchant Tailor. Cloth purchas- ly cured of that dread diMase, Consumpt- nest and sincere, they'll have a State re- in reading, writing, spelling, geography,
ed elsewhere, will be cut to order. Repairing ion, by a simple remedy, is anxious to make ligion in less than forty-eight hours, in and arithmetic. The prizes were good;
promptly attended to. River street
known to his fellow sufferersthe means of spite of all that history and philosophy and furnished by the association.
cure. To all who desire it, he will send a teach, and this simply because of. the no
Vast Karksti.
The examination was indead Interesting
copy of the prescriptionused, (free of tion not yet educated out of them, that
anything
and
everything
ean
be
done
by
and st times quite lively creating an exPUTKAUW., New Meat Market, near comer charge), with the directions for preparing
XJ Eighth and Fish Street A!! kinds ot sau- and using the same, which they will And late. It would not he a case of interfer- citement among the audience. The chilsage* constantly on hand.
a sure Cure for Consumption, Asthma, ence with anybody’s freedom of conscience in their view at all. Their great dren however, under examination main|7LEY8,P., First Ward Meat Market; bast of Bronchitis, &c. Parties whishlng the predesire would be to save men’s souls, and tained their pretence of mind, and gave
scription will please address
aV. Meats always on hand. Eighth street
their natural instincts would teach them satisfactoryevidence of the thorough inRev. E. A. WILSON,
TTUITE, J.. Dealer In all kinds of meats and
to do it in this way. What you want
94 Penn St., Wllliamshurgh,N. Y.
struction they receive in our schools, and
IV vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
your hundred legislators to learn Is not
For Sale by Heber Walsh, Holland,
that this particularsubject should not he reflected much credit upon the teachers.
VANDIRHAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, Michigan.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
regulated by law, but that the whole busi- It was amusing to hear the pert anawera
aad twine; 8th street
ness of regulating by law should be con- some of the scholars gave. The answers
Feathers! Feathers!
fined to the narrowest possible limits for
proved that they recited with intelligence,
Kasifaetoriaa,KUli, Ikapi, Its.
Prime Live Geese Feathers at
the good of society and the individual. '
H. MEYER & CO.
Frott
State interference with religion it not as one would teach a parrot to recite.
T\EMING, W. Hm Manufacturerof PloMs, By
is only a step to legislating,or attempting One scholar being asked to define the
XJ improved machinery Is enabled to sell the
regularKalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
to legislate morality Into a community. multiplication sign answered: A cross
L 0. of 0. F
lower prices than any snrroandiugtown. Plow
Holland City Lodge, No 1M. IndependentOrder
Akin to InterferenceIn
point* ground to order. 10th street west of River st
placed neither horizontally nor perpendic•f Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
matters of religion is all snihptuary legisFellows' Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
YT^ALD, R. K.. Manufacturer of and Dealer In of each week.
lation,and that is an evil which survives. ulariy.*’
Lj Agrlcultaraf Implements commission agent Vlalting brother*are cordiallyinvlled.
Upon no subject pertaining to social morThe contest doted at 5 o’clock and Rev.
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10&A River stmt
al! has there been such lona-ooutioued Moerdyk, of Zeeland, presented the prizes
M. Hamunton, N. ft.
J. A. Boost, R. 8.
and earnest disputing as this of the use of to the victors, accompanied with sincere
stimulants. No subject has been more in- and well directed remarks. The prizes
! temperately discussed than temperance, consisted of books, stereoscope, telescope,
A good variety of handsome Carpets at and so problem has so taxed the ingenuity a beautiful inkstand, gold peq and holder,
V* pK5£j
Prowrietors of the
and roused the philanthropicinterest of Ac. The Judges were: Rev. Moerdyk
H. MEYER& CO.
mankind as the one how to control the and Mr. Den Herder from Zeeland, Mr.
traffic In stimulanta, and mitigate the mis- D. Yntema from Vriesland, Messrs. H.
F. * A. M.
eries and evils that grow out of their nee. Boers and H. Kleinhekselfrom Ovefysel
hand and don* to order. WmaLeS. “WlnK°n
A Rboulab Commnnlcstlon of Unity Lodos, Twenty-fiveyear* ago we had through and Mr. J; Meulendyk from Holland. At
No. 191. V. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall,
Holland, Mich., oa Wednesday evening, May New England and tome other of the 6 o’clock loads of children guided by their
Nitsf? fftlliai __ (
Northern States what might be called a teacher, could bo seen departing in all di81, at Ttt o'clock,
Gao. Lauds*, W. X.
moral awakening on the subject, and rections with happy faces and merry
POST, HENRY D., teal Emm and Insamss J. O. Do asanas, 8te'y.
whole communitlea were most profoundly voices. We need not remark that we had:
exercised with regard to it. It was be- a very pleasantvisit. We hope that the
Children's Carriagea.
believed by many earnest and sincere “ Teachers Association”may prosper, and
WALSH, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
Excelled
by none In anility,finish or price people that the remedy, or rather the pre- may see their labor crowned whb success.
and Insurance Agent. Office,(At* Drug
Sion, 8th street
ventive for Intemperance,had been disH. MEYER* CO.
P. A. A..
and ail the effects of youthful Indiscretion
Livery and Sale Stable.
Office and bora on Market atreet. Everything will, for the sake of suffering humanity,
irffrcla**.
send free to all who need it, the recipe and

pOONE

A ALBERTI.

•

Taken

Effect,

North.
No. 9

p.m.

p.

m.

850

12
11
11
11
10
10

15
45
40
11
85
15

916

Monday, April

24,

ITATXONf.

doing
No. 8

m.

p.

Muskegon

1875.
South.
No. 1

a m.

9
9
2
8
8
4

00
8 00
8 60
85
40
900
18
9 50
50; 11 16
If 11 48
500 1 16

Ferrysbnrg

Grand Haven
JJlgeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

fuatow limtonj.
Attomyt.

FOWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
L Notary Public; River street.

ahd, cor. Eighth and Hlver streets.

/\BT, F. J. Connselsorat Law and Solicitor at
V/ Chancery. Office, In Dr. Powers hollaing.
West of Elver Street,

^EN

ETCK^J., Attoraey

River^treet. ^

at

Law

K#,^r0tt ‘

YTISSCHERA., Attorney

F

at

and

gUecilng

W00k*

Law, Notary Pab-

11c and Conyeyancer.Kenyon's bnlldlng.
Corner of Eighth ana River street.
IsktrlM.

ft^NT^.,

PropKotreesof^

the

^oneer

WALLPAPER

A

At

D

v

<

• * #

11

:

iSSSSKRa? T,uh S2th,n“u

_

_

tad

Iwhogs.

_

leokiialMMlaufy.

tomu

10

ahiw.

PSSSr-’a- CARPETS
S'

TV

it

! ‘carpets

!

,

..

\

4>

Russia,

Germany, and Anstria is a resolution

m

of

the three powers to ask the Sultan for additional guarantees for the execution of the reforms. The icbCme, a approved by the Western powers, will be recc- ------ lIf

I^HIlgAyfT

>

the Porte

i

scheme
who

tone of the press and the people
botcfcSng on the stogie
between Tnrkeyjfcd her lovinceB ie beand Elections, ..The quesdi&rbed. Bneiimpeachmez
alter was
session, bat
ilon of the

absence was

*'

Washington telegram says : ‘‘Gov. Kel- posed.
logg
has been snubbed by the President
A dispatch from Constantinoplesays : "The
TUB BAST
Gen. Grant is reported to have told him that dedication of the new English church has been
PmiADKLPHU papers are growling about the
’* he were at his post in New Orleans dis- indefinitely postponed, at the reqneet of the
limited numbers and serere economy of the

the^

the

—

that —

sssssasssw

boiwc

vuo
reetamateon on the grounds and compelled
them to reduce their enormous rates; The
lager beer vsnders have also been feroed to
reduM the price of the beverage from ten to

At a

Pre,,ld0L
iidont to

meeting of the Centennial Commission,

last week, 4. was decidedto make

England dn«o nn+

•

propositionswhich

’-—WWW.

Louisiana riot formed the principal theme of

Sib

Sava b^J

Samuel Buckley,

.

a

f

of

>1

member of

f

THE INDIAN COUNTRY.

I

the Brit-

— — —
Cl
Excitinf Hews from the Agencies, the
Black Hills, and Intermediate Points—
Failure of Gen. Crook to Secure OgallaJa
Scouts-Murders in the Black Hills and
Near Red Cloud Agency-Departureof
Gen. Terry's Command.

.

.

.

.

.

catde

dispatchsays the refusal of ihe British Government to adhere to the memorandumof the
Berlin conference, is felt as a serious diaappointment. . M&t&moraa has been evacuated
by the Mexican revolutionists, and the Government forces are in possession of the city, .
Telegrams from Cheyenne convey the
He Chancellor'smedal at Cambridge Univer- followinginteresting news : Gen. Crook’s
sity, England, has been awarded to an undervisit to Red Cloud Agency to secure the
graduate named Dale, fora poem on “He Centenary of . American Indopendenco.’’.... services of Ogallala scouts for field duty
A#XL®nS^,?!8!,ftioh
“J* the Pfeutalcondition in the coming campaign against Bitting
of theSnltancAusee great apprehension.He Bull has been unsucessfnl He returned
is subjectto delusions, fearingthat he will be
to-day to Fort Laramie, accompanied by
buned alive or poisoned...; A dispatch from
Madrid says 30,000 troops, including three Col. Stanton and Lieut Burke. The
Indians were at first apparently willing

;

church.

A

facturer, has failed for $2,500,000. ...

oom-

a telegram to Gen. Ah&ur,

United States forces inLouisiana,
oelsfarstions, to cover a period of six days. It
instructingthat officer,on requisitionof the
is intended to make it the most extensive and
Governor, and it appearing that the local aubrilliantaffair of the kind ever touched off.
thorities are not able to preserve order, to give
Hkhbt a Bowxn has been expelled flrotn such aid as in his discretionmay be necessary
Plymouth
;
to prevent bloodshed and violence. . .New estimates forWar department appropriations have
Qnr. Joseph R. Hawley has been re-elected
been sent to the House of Representativesbv
Presidentof the Centennial Board of Cqmmis- SecreUry Taft. The sum total is $5,607,605
sionere.... A Philadelphia correspondent tele* less than the estimate furnished by Belknap.
graphs
~ Uhs that
that hotel and lodging-house keepers
The Senate JudiciaryCommittee has reported
are loweringtheir
t
prices, and there is plenty of a bill to amend the Enforoement act to obviate
room for all who come. In many mstancee
the objections suggested in the Supreme court’s
pereons who expected to rent their rooms for
high figures and go to the seaside on the propro decision. The Republican Senators intend to
ceeds find themselves thus far without a single pass a bill at an early day.
lodger.
Postmaster General Jewell denies that he
Thx foreign Commissionershave become intends resigning. . .Speaker Kerr is regaining

re,ldln* ln th0

pow£ tofithe'

'

the Berlin

4

on a grand scale for a aeries of Fourth of July

tow“5!p£

a<*«-AA tr. »V,«

discussion. The result of the conference was ish Parliament, and a large Manchester manu-

arrangements

in- Sclavs of Hungaiy are pouring rapphes

Residenthasnever been dalegatedto the House
of^Reprosentatives
was tabled by a strict party

mnnirt

Cabinet meeting the other day the

(H^an
steps

?***£ by Pago declaring that the

rep(
reportedthat

GTON.

five cents.

^

revolvers, daggersT and and whether any

othar weapons, and the Christians have resorted
preeautioue; . . .The French Chamber

President added with

affaire.

and the depreeaingeffect It w
the attendanoe, ennmoned

a

on .Holes ’ [to

will blaze
reportedthat to retain Fitihugh as Doorkeeper forth. The Sola
would bring the House into ridicule aud oon- forth. -The Sclavonic race is beoomintr
tempt, and
advised that the
the offloe
a°d.,ad^®e,1#that
offloe be ab^ith^i
abolished everyw*ier® aroused and excited at the
and its duties transferred to the Mergeant-at-arms ^T1'00.^’88ll^ere^ their compatriots at
adopted^
A resolutionto that effect was -^-T”^ruckM
the hands of the Musselmans Tho
th0

roughs are buying
saKi-iias.’fjsuis
The
vehemence

to act as scouts

and

guides, but finally
England has communicatedto foreign rep- refused. On the way from the agency
resentatives at London the text of her reply to Fort Laramie Gen. Crook narrowly
decliningto agree to the conclusions of the escaped ambuscade. A short time after
Berlin conference.He point to which Eng- he left the agency, about fifteen miles
land principally objects is the derision of the out, Charles Clark, mail carrier on the
powers that in case their friendlyintervention Gilmore, Salisbury and Patrick road to
should not prove pacifio the six powers unitedCamp Robeson, was killed by the same
ly would have to considerother and more efparty that laid in wait for Gen. Crook.
fective measures. England thinks this contains the principle of armed intervention,and Clark’s remains were taken to the agency,
is a menace to the liberty and independence and the Indians succeeded in rmmmg ©ff
of Turkey.
four horses of the mail team.

disgusted at the slowness of the Centepnial his health.
Commissionin appointing the foreign jurors.
A PLAN for compelling the Pacificrailroad
They held an indignation meeting the other companies to commence providingfor thepayday in the British Government building, on
the Centennialgrounds, and talked very ment of their debts to the Goverment has been
tured by the House Judiciary Committee. It
stronglyabout the shabby way in which their matured
contf"»'u*M
*' ------* the
iL- Union Pacific,
jurors have been treated.
(templates, in the
case of
that1
William Hkxbt Huhlbxrt has purchased — t $750,000 shall be set apart annually for
ten vears, and $1,000,000annually thereafter,
the interest of Manton Marble in the New York until the sinking fund thus created shall wipe
World.... The Sunday liquor law is being out the bonds advanced to the company
Disraeli has notified the British Parliament
strictlyenforced by the New York police, and by the Government. It is proposed to
there is neat indignation among the saloon- apply an equal ratio of annual payments that the Fenian convicts need not hope for
to the total debt to the other companies.
keepers in consequence.
pardon at present... .It is rumored that the
....Atty. Gen. Pierrepont derides that
The expected universal hegira to the CentenGen. Schenck is still Minister to England. Sultan of Turkey contemplates an early abdi- creek, by Indians. Sanders was one of
nial has not yet taken place, the attendance of
cation.... Russia has sent a large iron-clad Prof. Jenney’s mining corps that pros. .The Presidenthas stated to a friend that on
people paying fifty cents apiece to see the the expiration of his Presidentialterm he in- fleet to Turkish waters.
pected the Black Hills last season. Degreat Exhibitionhaving, on no day since open- tends to make tho tour of the world. . .John
ceased leaves a family, who live in CheySherman, Jr., eon of Senator Sherman, of
enne. Three other miners were also
log, exceeded sixteen thousand.
FORTY»FUUBTH CONGRESS.
Ohio, has been appointed United States Markilled at the same time.
shal for New Mexico.
THE west.
Tuesday, May 16. — Senate. — Sherman,from
Gen. Crook ieft Fort Laramie this
The
President,
last week, sent to the Senate
Advices from the Black Hills report that three
the Committee on Finance, reportedadversely on afternoon for Fort Fettennan, where the
the
following
nominations
:
Edwards
Pierremen were recentlykilled by Indians while
tho Senate bill to reduce the intereston the public troops rendezvousa week from to-morprospectingnear Ouster City .... The sentence pont, of New York, to be Minister to England. debt and provide for a safe end elastic currency. ...
»
m.tL ^ Ohio, to be Attomey-gen- Edmunds, from tho Committee on Judiciary, re- row. A part of the expedition at Fort
pronounced tytoe United States court at St
Cameron, of Pennsylvania, ported, with amendments, the Senate bill to amend Russell leaves to morrow morning for
Louis against William McKee and Con Maguire
War. The Senate, in exec- the second, fourth, and fifth secUons of the act to the north.
has been carried into effect, l>oth being incar- ---------utive session, confirmed the nominations.
enforce the righto of citizen# of theiUnited statesto
Dispatches from Fort Fetterman furcerated in the chanty jail. All efforts to obvote in the several States of the Union. PUced on
1 POLITICAL, .
nish the followingitems :
tain pardon or commutationof the sentence
the calendar. . Mitchell spoke at some length upon
were unavailing, the Presidentremaining firm
William H. Babntjm, Democrat, has been the evils of Chinese immigration, when consideraA gentleman from Salt Lake arrived
to the last in nte refusalto interfere.
elected United States Senator from Connecti- tion of the articles of impeachment was resumed, this morning from Custer City with exGw. Cbook’s campaign against the Sioux cut, to fill the unexpired term of the late Sena- and on motion of Edmunds, tho galleries were cellent specimens of quartz. He came
cleared and the doors closed....Before a decision
opens in anything but a way to inspire hopee of tor Ferry.... Uninstructeddelegatee were was reached, the doors were reopened and tho Sen- with a large party. They saw Indians,
ate
s
elected
to
the
St.
Louis
convention
by
the
Nea glorious ending of the campaign. The first
but were so watchful and well guarded
vada Democrats. TUden is understood to be
House.—
The
Speaker
was
directed
to
certify
to
night out bom Cheyenne,when still about
that they lost no lives or stock. This
their first choice, and Thurman second.
the Criminal court of the District the evidence
party also report the northern country
The “ Liberal ” conferencecalled by William taken against Clapp, Superintendentof the Govand creeks as being rich in minerals,
O. Bryant,Horace White, T. D. Woolsey, A H. ernment printing office.
.The PostoffloeApproprii»dSQo7- wtm*
ation bill was under consideration. The item al- and a good countrv for the poor man.
Bullock,and Carl Schurz, met in New York last
compenretion for fast mail service was Some provisions had got into Custer
ScrzuviscmMEYEuand Revenue AgentColony, week, about 300 prominent gentlemenanswer- lowing
passed....Lewis offered a resolution instructing just before the party left, so the immeassisted by two Deputy Marshals,seized four ing the call. Theodore Woolsey was elected the Committee on Rules to Inquire into the propriediate wants of the town are satisfied.
ty of consolidating the offices of doorkeeperand
illicitstills,in Cape Girardeau county, Mo., president, and one vice-presidentchosen from
Gen. Crook, Lieut Bourke, Aid-deeach State represented. Sidney Thomas, of sergeant-at-arms. Adopted. f(
last week. Jbey met an armed mob and were
Chicago, offered a resolutionpatting forward
Wednesday, May 17.-iSriwte.—He bill to Camp • Col. Stanton, Paymaster, and
0^aJPef,*d toduistfrom a farther prosecution
CharlesFrancisAdams as a candidate,hat it provide for theh .hidingof a custom-houseat Mem- Major Ludington, Insi'ecting Officer, reof their work. There are from seventy-five to
was rejected, the sentiment of the conference phis was passed....Considerstion of the articlesof
a hundred more stills in operationin that secturned from the agencies to-day. The
^ f*T.or Pf
but of look- impeachment was resumed, with dosed doors, but
tion of the country,tod Col. Meyer has asked
mail wagon that left here on the 15th
ing to the Cincinnatiand St. Louis conventions
Con^ioner Pratt for a force sufficient to for a candidate, and if both failed to give them no decision reached.
for the agencies was attackedon the 16th
enable him to break them up.
House. —The bill abolishing the tax on receiptsof
a suitable candidate,then to nominate an " Inten miles from Red Cloud agency.
SOUTH.
dependent Reform" ticket. An executive savings banks was passed ..... Tho House, in com- Clark, the driver, was killed. The mAi)
committee, with Carl Schura at its head, was mUtoe of the whole, devoteda large portion of the
A telegram from New Orleans says : “ The
and wagon were left Clark's body was
appointed, and an address to the American day to the consideration of the PostoffloeAppropritaken into Red Cloud. This attack was
latest dispatches report everything qniet at people, calling upon them to support the re- ation bill,which was finally passed. % .
Thursday,
Consideration evidently intended for Gen. Crook’s
Bayou banu utorei mn, and Woodville.Re- form movement was adopted.
,

.

.

.

i-i

j

.

adjourned.
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^

^
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pire, they do not dread a contest with it
itj present crippled condition ; yet the
whole population of the little principality is only some 120,000.
Tho position of Servia gives great
anxiety. Her army is almost in readi-

in

ness for

a campaign. Peabody rifles

modem

arms of precision are being
introdnoed;loans have been placed,
and the whole country, with it# more
than a million of inhabitants,seems
about to throw itself into this struggle.
The German press is full of rumors that
and

Russia has thrown off disguise, and will

now support the demands of tho insurgents. There are certainly many indications of this. For her to lose, as
Austria has done, her prestige as leader
of the Southern Sclavs would be a fearful blunder ; and all motives impel her
to assist the rebellionagainst Turkey. .
The recent massacre at Salonica is the

symptom of what has long been

first

expected— a fanaticaloutbreak of the

Mussulmans of the Ottoman Empire
against the Christians, and tho proclamation of a “ Holy war.” It was under
this cry that the Turks in former ages
swept over Asia and parts of Europe.
The appeal will be uttered again, and
for a time we do not doubt that the
Turkish Empire will display consider
able force and overwhelm the insurgents
against ite authority. But it will be the
last dying flames in old bumt-out embers. Fanaticismwill only hasten the

dismembennent of the Empire. The
Christian powers, under sucu a “Holy
war,” must interfere, and the fire of
fanaticism in (Russia will burn even
more intensely in return. Mohammedanism has no vitalityby which Turkey
can be saved.— iVeu> York limes.

May

of the articlesof impeachment was resumed with
closed doors, but, without arriving at a decision

upon the question of Jurisdiction,the doors were
reopened.... Morton submitteda resolution, which
nown. ’’....Ex-Gov.Bollock, of Georgia, has
to be in favor of Bristow for President Thomas was adopted, instructingthe committee now invesbeen taken back to Atlanta under a requisition
M. Peters was nominated for Governor. . .The tigatingthe last election In Mississippi to inquire
from the Governor, after an absence of five
Ohio and Iowa Democratic State conventions into the recent alleged killing of people at Bayou
were held on the 17th of May. The Ohio con- Tunica, in that State.. '..House bill authortoing tho
Another daring Stage robbery is reported vention adopted
soft/ money reso- appointmentof receivers of national banks and for
.

a

from Texas. One stage and two hacks full of
passengenwere stopped by highwaymen on
Uie open prairie, eighteen mUee west of Dallas.
Before finishingtheir work another hack full
of passengers came up. On being ordered to
stop the driver put the whip to his horses and
escaped. Several shots were fired by the robbers, and one of them followed the hack some
distance. The fire was returned by the passengers, but no one was hurt, As soon as the rob-

other purpcees was passtd.
delegatee to
St. Louis to vote for William Allen, House.—George M. Adams, Clerk of the House,
and nominatedthe following State ticket: asked for an investigationinto the charges made
Secretaryof BUte, Wm. Bell, of Licking coun- against him through the columns of a certain
5’
? Judge of Supreme Court, Chicago newspaper. The matter was referred to a
Wm. E. Finch, Perry county ; Member of specialcommittee.... A resolutionwas adopted inBoard of Public Works, H. P. Clough, Butler siructing the Appropriations Committee to inquire
county. The Iowa platform favors an early into the expediency of making a change in the
present system of public printing....Randall rereturn to specie payments,bat demands the ported to the House the Indian Appropriationbill.
reoeal of the resumption aot of 1875. The It appropriates W,90W71, and proridrs for the
delegatesto the Nationalconvention were in- transfer of the Indian bureau to the War depart-

lution,and instructed,

.

;

the

^
t

structed to vote as a majorityof the delega- ment.
tion shall direct.. ..The Tennessee delega-

tion

to

follows

:

Friday, May 19.— /fenote.— He question of
JurisdictionIn tho Belknapcase was again debated

to stand as
For Bristow, eleven ; Morton,

Cincinnati is said

three.,.. The New Jersey
Republican Stete conventionassembledat
The troops under my command are all ready Trenton, on the 17th of May, and chose delogates to the Nationalconvention, a majority of
<mt your instructionsto me "bom »re said to bo favorableto BlaineT
.
The National Prohibition convention assembled At Cleveland,on May 17, adopted a platJ? P°flrible law violence. form, and nominated Green Clay Smith of
Kentucky, for President,and G. T. Stewart, of
th^^e ffiatmbaaces
Ohio, for Vice-president
ffto^Nt*tyesaut7 ire principally in MisThe Kansas Democratic convention, in ses-

in

a DrhiingMan

You are Engaged to

If

Break It

.

no

The Alabama Republican State convention
ports of the trouble were exaggerated. One
white man and two negroes killed and several has appointed delegatee to the Nationalconnsgjoee wounded cove* the casualties as far as
vention. Hey are not instructed, but are said

and rode toward ihe Indian Nation.
Gnf. Augur telegraphsfrom New Orleans to

sarftSfe

thus forwarded and distributedTho
Sclav* of Russia arc full 0f ‘indignation at the oppreemon and sufferings
of their fellow-believers in Bosnia. The
Government can hardly restrain the
ardor of the people; and in private,
great quantities of piovififoUB and supplies are forwarded to the insurgents.
The Sclavs in Montenegro-the Black
Motmtameers— not content with sholterufg1 thousands of refugees, are all in
arms and ready to throw their weight,
however small, into the balance of tho
struggle. Never having been conquered
by all the power of. the Ottoman Em-

’

naW

mounted the best ones belonging to the stage,

a 8tanti8tiU.

ln$ ViennHfloniiAias~on the GovMBF
Ri
put an end

B^kkeitaleave

____

ment” of gueeta Las been overdone.... The
managersof the big Centennialshow, becoming lawili at the ewta r ag1 *

At

decision

PMnmiflb

viaitoca tA>the JkiMritiom. n andi SDaQnkln that
_r

Id the East.

The

--

HOLLAND

The War

Off.

We

tender our thanks to the Vermont
judge who the other day, in monounoing upon a divorce suit, laid ‘down the
opinion that when a woman marries a
man of known intemperate habits, she
takes her happiness,prosperity, and
welfare in her own hands, and has no
claim for riddance of him thereafter.
We hn$o great pity for the wife who is
joined to an intemperate husband, but
we tremble for the fate of the woman
who marries an intemperateman. If
these words reach the eye of any woman
under engagement of marriage to such a
party. They had passed out of the
we most solemnly appeal to her, to
canon when the attack was made about
before she imperil her well being
accepting any such risk.—
fifteen minutes, when they met the mail
wagon ahd spoke to the driver, who was
killed a few minutes Jater.*f The Indians
There is an establishmentat Passau,
could only have been prevented from
Germany, for drying eggs. The white
attackingthe larger tfarty by the escort
and yelk are dried separately, so that in
and number of the party, or by the
smallness of their own party.
Eighty lodges in all have left Red
Cloud on the war path.
cayage are also saved. The' Prussian
Two lodges left a few days ngo, right
Government are about to put their solin the face of the agent and in spite of
diers on a dry egg diet as an experiment.
his remonstrances.Tuo of the princh
pal chiefs, No Water and Little Big
THE MARKETS.
Man, went with these guerrillas. All
of the horses and moles belonging to the
NEW YORK.
Government that were in charge of the Brx vis..: ..................
u
agent have been mn off. Gen; Crook Ho^-Dressed....... .........
<6 IK
Cotton ..... ..................
ft . 13*
had' several talks with the Indians at

r
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@
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FLODB-Superflae Western....

4 26

"

secretsession,without arriving at a decision....

---Red Cloud and Spotted Tail agencies, Whsat— No.
but met with no success in engaging any CoBN-West
Oat§— No. 2 .
important character,was transacted.
8 !
as scouts. They positively refused.
itx*— weitcrn
WMtonTrr;:..
..... . ffl *
W*
House.— Morrison offered a resolution for an
Pobk—
New
6
-New Mess.....,., .......... 20 75 g21 00
No teams can pass from this post to
adjournment on the 15th of June, but It was
13 «
the agencies without being guarded by
not acted on... the committee khlgh has been
troops. Matters k>dk very bad. Gen. Bexves— Choice Graded Btoers.... fl 00 ® S 25
Choice Natives ...........4 60 @ 5 00
Crook leaves for Fetyerman in the mornCows and HMfen..
3 25 @3 75
lUBumuuu in arraigned in severe terms, it recom- ing. The expedition will leave there
Good becond-class Steers. 4 25 @ 4 50 Pends thetodictnmntsnd jmniMunent of Heny D.
- Medium to Fair ........ .. 4 00 >tA 4 Q5j j
about the 25th. Five companies of the
Hoos— Live ...... ................ #75 fc 7 00*
Evans
.The
IfavsT
Appro^iatlonburvnS
und&
Third
and
two
of
the
Second
Cavalry*
sion at Topeka last week, adopted a resolution
FtouB-Fancy White Winter ...... 7 00 @ 8 00
ARKjHMOiiF^a.) dispatch says: "Afireconsideration.. .The Wli confirmingto Missouri leave Fort Russell to-morrow. One
L_" Good W Choice Spring Eac. 5 25 6 7*1/
damp explosion occurred on Saturday at the demanding the repeal of the specie-resump- all the lands therein selected as swamp and over- (»mpany ot the- Second Cavalry and WMAr-No.a Spring..;....;..... .1 06 @ 1
tibn act and instructing tho delegates to St. flowed lands was passed....An effort was made to
No. 3 Spring ..............06 @ 07
old Mid-Lothian coal-pit,inCheaterfleldcounhave inserted in the Record a personal allusion of three companies of the Ninth Inftotif
pOM-No. ....................
47 @ 47*
krais to vote for Hendricks .... The Kentucky
Becretary of
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War

Taft, under date of
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Very littlelegislatire business, and that of an un-
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Singleton to Garfieldon Wednesday In the debate
Republican convention was held at Louisville which had been stricken ppt at the instance of
last
week.
Ho
delegates
to
Cincinnati
were
imdtwocolored” ” th® kdle(1 were white
toetlblo
10 ^ tb® matter on
mstnicted to support Bristow. . .The Delaware
hhehBaju
delegation to the Cincinnati convention is said
Saturday,May 20.— Sewote.—Morton, from
The forty-sixth general assembly of the Cum. to be soUd for Blaine.... The NationalIndependent Executive Committee has organized by
berland Presbyterian Church of the United electing Moses A Field, of Detroit. Chairman,
and Thomas J. Durant, of Washington BecreStates convened At Bowling Green, Ky
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leave here for Fetterman Saturday.
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pont as Minister to England Were

Appointment of a committee of three miniatera gwd been concealed that
£|gl IftwwtsaMAm -- A. ...
t£i<of Mr. Fish

__

!

A Washington dispatch says the Cabinet
changes and the nomination of 'J
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citv.... pay any attention to his nomination fot Vice- uiem matter, ana Bouweil spoke in opposition.
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Cardett> the Commissioner of the president by the Independents.
United States general land office at WashingThe Presidenthas appointed Merritt C. Page . House.—Otto (Wis.) rose to e personal explana- three times
ton, has resigned,owing to ill health .TiTKe
schooner Thomas 0. Sweet was recentlycapnitod States Attorney for Montana and Charles tion. He claimed thathe had been elected fairly
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THE BIG SHOW.

waste by

you to wipe your machinery

iften, lest the grease clog

it.

THE NOBLE BRITON.
The prominence and

perfection of the

put up the most artistic special
buildings on the grounds, made the
most notable show of mechanics, next to
the United States, profusely filled her
room in the Main hall with the finest
examples of her potteries,looms and
other mechanic and useful afrts, displayed
her agricultural inventionsand commercial products, and, in art, transcended
the representationof any other country.
Truly, we have occasion to be proud of
our ancestral home. England, Spain,
Brazil, Norway and Sweden and the
Netherlandshave taken the greatest
p&ins with their representations.

She has

DISTINCTIVELY AMERICAN.

and scope of oar manufactures,we
Americans are a nation of farmers,and
the section of most vital value to us as a
people is that wherein agricultureis en-

throned. The fountain head of knowledge for our land in this direction is the
Agricultural department at Washington,
and a full representetionofthe workings
of this great bureau is to be seen in the
United States building here. To give
even a few ideas of the service performed
to our farmers, and through them to us
all by the Agricultural department,
would require a chapter longer than you
could pause to read this busy week.
From there are distributedthe seeds
which feed us year by year. Will you
believe that the Commissionerreceives
4,000 letters, on an average,a day from
our hardy tillers of the soil, asking him
for seed? Why, all the money which

than went to 'the International exhibition
in Paris in 1855 ; 3,830,000 more than
went to the Internationalexhibition in
London in 1861, and 2,746,183 more than
went to the Internationalexhibition in
Vienna in 1873. The Main building
000

see

Machinery

hall,

Fashion Fripperies.

$792,000; Agri

[From Harper’s Bazar.]

cultural hall, $260,000,and Horticultur-

.

To sum up the comparisons, I would
say that this is more truly a world’s fair
than that at Vienna— than has been ever
seen before in an international exhibition. For the two or three nations we
miss we have a dozen who were not in
the Prater. If we miss 'the prodigious
show of European civilization,we have
enough to show what it is. Above all
tilings we have our own country in her
strength. This is enough to rejoice the
heart of the American, who was taken to
the dingy collection of sewing machines,
false teeth and Californiawines, and
asked to regard it as an “ American deypartment.” This is, the first of all,*m
American show, and second an AngloSaxon show. We see what we have done

We

;

sharp stone he had dug out of the

wherein

coqsistA the/greatness of mighty Englanoind the' group of colonies which already threaten her supremacy. We see
also what our sister American nations of
the South have done. And, although
the display is rare and crude, before
many weeks are over there will be im-

provement in every department
sometimes think that this Exhibitionwill
not be in its fullnessbefore September.
ABOUT PRICES, ETC.

George Smith, ef Angola, Indiana,came to
Nashville one day last week, in search of his
elopingwife, who had disappeared during hla
absence from home, and there found her in

company with John Hart, a former neighbor
and a married man. The tranegnesing couple
had rented a dwelling in Nashvilleand had gone
to housekeeping, having taken with them from
Smith's house t sufficiency of furniture. The
angry husband made a complaint against the
oouple for adultery, but afterwardrelented
aud begged his wife to return to him, to which
she consenting,the complaint and suit were
withdrawn.
Mrs. Ira B. Ltons ns run over by the oars
at Flint, on Friday

cannot expect to sell their wbol this season for

more than twenty-eightto thirty-two cents a
pound.

The suit that has been pending for jome
time between the city of Marshall and
private parties for damages bub tamed by
the burstingof a sewer, is to be settled by ar-

Striped India shawls are the favorite bitration.
At Detroit, the other day, a boy, aged
traveling shawls at present.
which, with the cost of fittings, preparaWhite
Spanish lace scarfs are consid- fifteen, while shooting at a target with an old
tion of grounds, etc., will reach a grand
ered more elegant than those of cream- musket, accidentallyshot Mrs. J. Cohen on
total of $6,724,850. The five principal
color.
Balton street, indictinga serious but it is
buildings cover 48} acres, and their
Marie Antoinette fichus of the dress thought not a fatal wound,
“annexes” 26} acres, making a total of
material are being made with woolen and
The Bay City Novelty Iron Works wore de75 acres, or 25 acres more than were covwith grenadine costumes, also with sumered by the buildings of the Vienna exstroyed by fire at an early hour one morning
mer silk dresses that are meant for street
position of 1873, and 34} acres more than
last week. Nothing was saved exoept the
use and for the Centennial.
were covered by the great Paris exposibooks and papers in the safe. The origin of
Ladie* begin to tire of the conspicution of 1867.
the fire is unknown. Loss, $12,000.
ous colored stripes on hosiery, and select
Mb. A C. Bhaw, from Marshall, Is about
IN MACHINERY HALL.
instead plain unbleached Balbriggans,
Now that a number of interesting or else those with hair stripes of color, to open a general abstract office in Reed City.
manufacturing processes are going on in either around the leg or else in perpen- A complete set of abstractsof both Osceola
and Lake countieswill be secured, as arrangeMachinery hall, the number of visitors dicular rows.
The veil trimming adopted last year ments have been made for that purpose.
has considerablyincreased. There does
not* appear, however, to be much close will be revived,with changes. The veil
Two brothers, named Jones, one of whom
study of new inventions or complex will be wound around the crown, and formerly lived in Wayland and the other in
mechanicalprocesses.For the most the two ends will hang behind, to be Dorr or Leighton,in Allegan county, have been
part the people ask amusement, and again brought to the front around the
sent to the Illinoispenitentiaryfrom Paxton,
simple apparatus for producing articles neck, and knotted there.
Striped Alsace cottons or ginghams Ford county, one year each, for forgery.
with which they are familiar,such as
are
imported by the yard, and sold for
Mrs. Thomas M. Cbokeb, aged fifty-two
cakes of soap or pressed glass tumblers,
thirty-five
or
forty
cento.
They
are
to
years,
and for many yean a resident of Mount
are watched by larger groups than surround the Jacquard looms that weave be made up into polonaisecostumes,and Clemens, died a few days ago, after a lingering
flowered silks. The rival printing trimmed with linen laoe known as Smyr- illness.Mrs. Crocker leaves a large family
presses attract a small crowd as long as na, or else with white embroidered and a great number of friends to mourn her
they are in motion, but in five minutes’ muslin frills.
death.
Low-cut shoes of black kid have “ ties”
work they print more papers than can
J. H. Woodward, of North Plaint, while inbe given away in an hour, so that it is on the instep that prevent them from be- sane, attempted to kill his twenty-year old
not feasible to run them long at a time. ing called slippers. They are ornamentdaughter by striking her upon the head
It is curious to see how it lessens the ed with plain steel buckles, on which
with a bar of iron. Her cries biougbt asvalue of an article in people’sopinion the word “ Centennial ” appears, or else
sistance,and her father was placed in safe
when they can get it for nothing. Many they have some small bows of groe grain
custody.
look at the presses and go on their way ribbon or velvet.
At Howard City, on SundayJ last, David
Rough
satin-faced
straw
bonnets
will
without taking a paper who would very
Brook
was found in his room at the Coburn
be
worn
for
traveling
by
elderly
ladies,
likely pay five cents for one if they were
for sale. The long table of the Ameri- while young ladies will confine them- EjAhange with his throat cut from ear to ear,
can Watch Company, with its delicate selves to the comfortable round hate with severing both Jugular veins. Temporaryinmachines and its double row of young projecting toque brims, or else English sanity was the cause. Deceased was a single
women employed in making and put- walking hate, turned up on one side only, man, aged thirty years.
ting together the delicate parte of or upon both.
Steve Pokaoon, an old Indian well known to
watches, always attracts an interested Leather belts are revived, and their faAllegan county people, died at Morgan Maythrong. The numerous looms for weav- miliar attachments of chetelaines for fan,
bee's, in Allegan, last Sunday. He was there
inff cottons, woolens, carpets,figured vinaigrette and parasol will come into
on a fishing excursion,Hartford, Van Buren
silks, and suspenders, attract attention, use again with me sensible toilettesof
county, being his first home. His age is supthe
centennial
snmmer,
when
adaptabnt not so much as some novelty like

Much has been said about the prices
of the restaurants in the Centennial
grounds, and the restaurants and hotels
outside and down in the city. There
has been an advance in prices in some the type writer. Two or three of these bility and service are consulted rather posed to about eighty years.
cases, and there have been many at- machines are kept busy making letters than show.
Bats the LouisvilleCourier-Journal: “Peotempts at extortion, but, on the whole, for visitors from the country, who deThe gloves for traveling are of un- ple who wish to take a little summer trip, and
when we remember what human nature light in anticipating the surprise of the dressed kid, long-wristed, and of darker
at the same time avoid the crowd and noise of
is, the Philadelphians have been pretty
folks at home at receiving news in print brown or grayish shades than those the Centennial,can run up to Battle Creek,
decent, or, at all events, not so bad as of the doings of their friends at the chosen for mere dressy wear. The
they might be. Certainlythey have not Fair. The sewing-machinecompanies lingerie is a plain linen collar and cuffs, Michigan, for a few days and look at the old
come up to the Parisians and Viennese make brilliant displays of machines or else ornamented with simple hem- Bible there. It is now in its 243d year."
in the great years of ’67 and 73. It was
Peter Bell, a worthy citizen of Grand Lodge,
cased in handsome woods, of embroider- stitching, or perhaps a bias border of
that extortion that kept the great public
has
receivedintelligence of the death of a relacolored
percale.
ies, and of costumed figures. Various
away from the Vienna Exposition,and are the devices resorted to for the purtive in Irelandwho leaves an estate said to be
It’s a Boy.
brought ruin to thousands of specula- pose of attractingthe attention of the
worth $750,000. The amount is to be divided
tors. The Philadelphians determined fickle crowd. One concern, for example,
One evening, recently, the friends of only among a few, and the probabilitiesare
to avoid this pitfall, and altogether shows a miniature parlor under gloss, a married couple in Chillicothe, deter- that Mr. Bell will receive a handsome fortune.
they have done fairly.* There are a with a doll sitting at a sewing-machine, mined to give them a surprise party.
So says the Republican.
good many abuses and extortions; but another sitting on a sofa, and a baby To this end, twelve couples of young
they are not a circumstance to those at doll playing with a poodle on the carpet: ladies and gentlemen, with well-filled L. J. Mubpht, a brakeman on the Grand
Vienna. The worst thing now, to my and a neighboring lival has a LitfJe Red baskets, made their appearancebefore Rapids and Indiana railroad, while coupling
cars at Kalamazoo one morning last week,
mind, is the pricWf beer— ten cents
Riding Hood and the Wolf in life-sized the house about 9 o'clock. As they
inside the grounds. A man must be figures. ’ Comparatively few people came up to the door, they saw the gen- slipped and fell, the wheels of the oars passing
rich who is an habitual beer drinker throng before any of these handsomely tleman standing in the alleyway with his over his leg, crushing it. The injured limb
and wants to do the Centennial thor- decorated pavilions, however. Sewing- overcoat on, smoking a cigar, and the had to be amputated. He lies in a very criti*!
oughly. To keep his head clear and machines are an old story ; everybody parlor was all lighted up. This struck condition. He resides in Fort Wayne.
his body in good condition, he must has seen them at the countv fairs, and them as rather singular, bnt the leader
- Hon. George Willard has designated the
take his beer regularly at frequent inhas time and again admired the pretty grabbed the door-knob, and they rushed library of the Battle Creek high school as
tervals. Think what an amount of cash things which the exhibitors make so hilariouslyin. The gas was burning
the fortunateinstitution to receivethe United
he will get away with in a month with
deftly upon them, but which nobody, brightly, -and six dignified old ladies States Congressionaldocuments authorized
beer at ten cants ! He can wait for his else ever succeeds in making.
were sitting around the stove, looking
to be distributedby the Interiordepartment,
.

food until he gets outside; but,
oomes to beer, he cannot wait

when

it

FOSSIL SPECIMENS.

More than one-fourththe space in the
CARTRIDGES.
United States Government building is
The United States building aims to devoted to the display of articles from
combine the most interesting features of the Smithsonian Institute, and the comall the various departments at Washing- mission on American food and fishes.
’ton. It purposes to show the methods The exhibit is carefullyprepared and
and facilities of our country in time of adjusted with good judgment by the
war and time of peace. The Brat im- several gentlemen in charge of its secpressions on entering the buiMing are tions, which occupy all the room on the
exceedingly warlike, for the spectacle of right and part of the left of the main
girls at work feeding machines for mak- avenue. At the rear of ‘the structure the
ing cartridges greets you at the outset first objects that attract the attentionof
The girls wear silver badges which bear the visitor,are the numerous animals
'the inscription “Ordnance Departh»s prepared to
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aud, on account of the bank,, could not be seen

stepped out on the track, not twenty
engine. It wm too late to stop
and the engine struck her, throwing her several feet into the air, and she dropped to one
side of the track, dead. The train backed up,
and the body was taken up aud carried to the
house of a relativenear by. The woman's
eyesightwas not good, bnt she wm not desf,
mid must have heard the train coming. She
was about fifty yean of age.
Miss Mat Wilugard, a young lady* nine-

until she

feet from the

teen years of age, committed suicide at Battle

Greek, one day last week. She

wm

highly ac-

complished, and the daughterof a wealthy
Marshalltown, Iowa, merchant. She wm stopping at the Health Institute, where she wm
being treated for dyspepsia,but a broken engagement wm what seems to have been her
principal ailment,and what led to her rash act.
In her dying
the druggist

moments she exclaimed : “ Guise
who sold me the poison.” The

druggistwho gave her the drag did it without
asking a question.An inquest
the remains of the young lady

wm held, and
were taken to

Marshalltown.

Jackson has

a base ball club by which it sets

of the Central City
A letter from
Jackson hM the following remarks: “The
Mutual base ball club of this city, who for the
last three years have been the acknowledged
great store, as the people

think it is the best in the State.

champions of th£ State, are again in the field

ssmod with a nine much

for the present

stronger than ever. Billy Foley, a well-known
player of Chicago, wm engaged, but after stay-

ing some ten days departed,and

it has been
he wm gobbled np by the
CincinnatiReds. He made many friends during his brief stay, who mourn his loss, for had
he stayed the Mutuals would have at strong
infield as any nine in the country outsideof
the league. They are at present in want of a
first-classsecond baseman. The followingare
the playerscomposingthe field nine: Hoteling, o., from Syracuse Stars ; Naylor, p., of
iMt year's Kingston, Ont., dab ; Brady, of

since learned that

.

Chicago, 1st b.; Cox, of Mansfield,Ohio, 2d b.;
Gillespie, the fine third

baseman of

last year's ‘

; Lawand change catcher,the recognised
best player in the State, and formerly of Chicago ; Root, 1. f.; Benedict, c. f.; and Montgomery, r. f., with Moore aub. On the 19th a

KaJamazooe, and originallyof Chicago

ler, s. s.

game wm played with the
was won by the Mutuals—

which

Hillsdale dob,
seore, 18 to 4."

Mm. Jabper Hayden, the* wife 9f It
in Springport township,Jackson

residing

county, committed suicide one morning last

week by shooting herself through the heart
with a pistol She had. been married only a
few weeks, and her maiden name wm Miss
Fhilhpe. Mr. Hayden had arisen and gone
out to the barn to attend to his stock, and on
coming into the house found his wife dead.
The report that she wm driven to the deed by
domestic difficulties is stoutly contradictedby

'

the friends of both parties, they asserting
that she had been mentally deranged for some
time, caused by a violent blow upon her bead,
which she accidentally received not long since.
Mr. Hayden

is

a young man of about twenty-

four years ; his wife was some years hla junior.

This item is from the Vermontville Enterprise: “Vermontvilleisnowan hoorporated

we

village with 700 or 800 Inhabitants. (If

were not modest we should say an even 1,000.)

.........

“Well, I

“Oh,

C. Dewitt, a farmer living four tnilea north of

believe it’s a boy."’

let’s go!”

And

that

company

Fentonville,committed suicide recentlyby tak-

Cider .......
............. 14
e*ch ........ .............. 5 00
Carrots, per bo ..... ......
10
Dressedoogi, per 100 lbs ...... ;.. 8 00
Llveshlcbeoa ..... ...........
00
Dressed chic kens, perlb...
Dressedturkeys, per lb.
Dried i^pljjpe'r' lb
.........

.

of nice young men and women moved ing strychnine. 8be informed her tiater after
away like a soap-bubble in a hurricane, taking the doee, giving as a reason that she
and the girls never stopped for beaux or had been betrayedunder ptaodae of marriage,
basket, bnt stuffed their handkerchiefs and had rather die than face her parente.Dr.
in their months to hold their breath Wixoll, of that village, was hastily summoned,
1h ........
down till they were safe behind their but the unfortunategirt was dead before he
Uop0f
.........
own doors, and not a girl in the Fourth arrived.
lAmbf,
ward knows where Mattie lives.—
A merino of citizens was held at the City
Joseph (Mo.) Gazette.
«, perba..
haU in Battle Creek a few nighte since to take
.

much fun

in the
the campaign.

;

killed.

into a cut,

.

fishes, insects, Crustacea,wormsj mol-

implements, utensils, and traps

of last week, and

woman came down

per

ptr

...

Potatoes,per bu
•f Baektssss
rousing oentoa- Tallow, per lb... .....
havb remarked, the
nial celebration on the coming Fourth of July.
doesn’t anticipate
caricature line doling The finance committee have already raised
•650, and hope in a short time to increase the Bye. per bu.. *••• ••#••• •••••«

In what key would a lover write
prepa- posal of
Be mine, ah !
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We have a good depot, fine union school house,
five manufacturingestablishments, two dry
goods stores, four groceries, two<boot and shoe
stores, three blacksmiths’shops, a good grist
mill, cheese factory, printing office, etc. In
as solemn as grand inquisitors. >
on condition that the School Board pay all ex- relation to the future,we need only to remarks
“ Oh, my I where’s Mattie,” shouted
one exuberantyoung lady, sitting her penses of transportationand kesp the docu- that the Hon. H. G. Bkrber ha) frith in Verments as permanentportions of their library.
basket on the piano.
montville. He is about to expend several
“ She’s up stairs,” said the old lady,
Detroit Post ! We are sorry tot those de- thousand dollan on hte bank building. In adlooking over her spectacles with solemn linquentsubscribersup the shore, frtf It really dition to the banking business Mr. Barber will
acrimony.
begins to look a* though they are 16 be de- fit up one of the finest dry good stone In th«r
“Let’s have her down,” screamed half prived of their reading matter. The Tawas
county. Several houses are under headway.
a dozen girls in chorus as they made a City (kuette says s “If at the tod of another
As it is, the village is enjoying a steady and
break for the hall,
100 years their account is still unpaid, ws shall healthy growth."
“ Hera, girls, girls, don’t go np there!”
discontinuetheir paper without further notice”
Detroit Prices Oerreat.
and the old ladies made hasty attempts
For an editor we should say the Gaxette man la Apples, per brl ...... ............. 4 00
to cheek the proposed raid.
altogether too sudden.
Bcaub,
40
“ Why, what on earth’s' the matter
Beeswax, per lb.
....... 28
Isabella Dewitt, a very fine looking girl Batter,
per
!b
......
..........
..
..
17
here, anyhow ?” inquired the impatient
nearly eighteen years old, daughter of Jamea Cabbage,per 100., ........... .... 3 »
darlings.
i

neckties and patriotic rosettes of the tion embraces fleroe-looking white and
same hue for their hair. The work of polar bears, sportive seals and walruses,
" making cartridges consists in sitting at graceful deers from every quarter, and
a machine monotonously feeding its mammoth whales from northern seas.
steely teeth with little brass saucepans In covering this subject the superinten

knock-

will remain so until the trial.

the matter over pretty carefully says farmers

—

cell,

ing him down and cutting his head badly.
After a hard tassel the keeper succeeded in
locking him up again. He is now in irons, and

al hall, $251,837 -total, $4,443,937,

earth.

in a hundred years.

hooks and lines look more like anchors
and tow-lines for sailing vessels than
materials for the capture of the inmates
of the sea. Some of the former are fifteen inches long, made of the strongest
iron with a chain attachment.

cost $1,600,000 ; tne Art gallery $1,500,-

changes hands each month in Wall
street is of less importance than the
seeds the Commissionerof Agriculture
sends out to be planted in the fertile

ULLADELPHI A

Wm. Rowlind has. been appointed postmasAt Tawas City, one night last week, the
Negaunee.
Plainwell expects to be a great fruit mart notoriousFarrington,confinedin jail awaiting
trial for the murder of James Stewart, of Auwi thin the next three years.
Walter Mesick recently caught alive a 400- Sable, last fall, while the flheriff was absent
made a desperate attempt to get away as the
pound bear In Wexford county.
Middlxyilleis out of debt aud has mbney keeper was bringing in his supper. Farringon hand, and will raise no tax the presentyear. ton struck him three times on the heed with a

a

In spite of the vastness of our commerce, notwithstanding the great extent

f

ww

"*

parade,in which the fire companies and secret
societies will take part

ter at

It is almost incredible that in so primi- protection, cultivation, and propagation
and bipeds are
tive a state of society three separate of useful
*** Quadrupeds
h
mo in***
Corps of policemen should be thought .floated by models, and tin other ways,
necessary to protect the city. But such A tour through this department is rathe fact. The regular police force, warded by ample informttion and the
aich number 1,175 patrolmen, have
which
have richest results to the student. Along
Toe Kalamazoo Telegraph Publishing Combeen increased to 1,675 ; the Fairmount the northern wall are photographic spedmens
of
curious
and
species
pany
have declareda cash dividend of five per
common
species
park police consist of 500 men, and the
Exhibition police, called “Centennial of fish, and hung opposite them, at the cent, on all stock.
Guards,” muster 1,000 strong. Alas I the entrance to the section, are models in
The Pointoaux PeauxWineCompany have
Philistines are on the march, and the plaster and wood of the ways and means shipped two oases of native wine'J for exhibichosen people must protect themselves. employed in the nerthern seas for the tion at the Centennial.
The Hittite and the Hivite, the Amalek- capture of the whale, portraying forciNellie Sullivan, of Marquette, aged twelve
ite and the Jebusite, are coming down bly the excitement and perils incident
years, while carelesslyhandling a revolver,
upon the land. All abopt the Centen- to the fisheries.In connection there- shot herself through the body.
nial grounds are costly but ephemeral with are cases of knives, spears, javaThe people of Flint, accordingto the Demohotels, and at Elm station, on the Penn- lins, ropes, and other instruments used
crat. express regret at the sale of “ Nig," a fasylvania railroad, three miles west of in the dangerous but profitable busivorite American Express horse that had done
collecMemorial hall, there has just been fin- ness. Near these is
service in the city for many years.
ished a caravansary with 1,200 apart- tion of samples of alligator and other
leathers,
and
of
the
various
stages
The Houghton Lake Pioneer says : “ A few
ments, capable of housing 4,000 immortal beings at $1 a bed and 50 cento a in which they appear from the rough days since a boom containing about 800,000
meal A narrow-gaugerailway encom- hide to the manufacturerof feet gear. feet of logs broke loose from its fastenings and
passes the grounds, with three-score Next to this are all sorts of files, hooks, the logs were scattered all over the lake."
open cars for the convenience of the vis- and reels which must needs fill the
A Maple Rapids boy is improving on the old
itors. The Pennsylvania company’s rails piscatorial sportsman’s soul with delight
way. Instead ef shooting himself,only, with
intersect the neighborhood at almost to gaze on, but the direct opposite of
the nioe little pistol fond friends have given
every turn ; and provision has been made fancy fishing is illustrated, a few feet
him, he manages to shoot himself and another
for 10,000,000 visitors— 9,400,000 more distant from the last-mentionedarticles,
boy.
than went to the International exhibition by some of the hooks and lines used by
A writer in the -Mason News who has looked
in New York in 1853 ; 5,466,536 more hardy fishermenof the coasts, whicn

British exhibit are remarkable. It was
the determination of our mother conn-

VIENNA AND

and preservationof animals for scientific uses are shown, and, finally, the

INFORMATIONBOILED DOWN.

MICRIGAN ITEMS.

rations and preservationof foods, manufacture of fabrics, mechanicalproducts
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amount to 11,000,the sum which the dty will
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It would take about sixty of them to equal
one decent doll baby. After hearing such

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, May

27, 1876.

Slooter

young man preach, an old clergyman

a

arose in the pulpit to make the couclud
ing prayer, and said: “0 Lord, bless
this young man and make hi* heart as

Oratomiial.

soft as his

head.”

We come on now

Have Just remorod

the scolding minister. On stormy days
he berates the people who are in church
1847,Paebli, Mexico, rarreDdered. for the neglect of those who have stayed
at home. He expects to bring up flowers
1858, Crampton (Br. envoy) disof Christian character under the Slow of a

“

37,
38,

-

to

their new

and

Flour, Feed, Groceries,

and Produce.

missed.

Which we will sell at
northeaststorm. How, there are times
39. 1818, Wiseonsin admittedinto iho when a minister ought to be indignant
; Union.
PRICES For
Only.
and denunciatory; but learn this, young
“ 80, 1498, Columbus began bis third men; vou can never scold people out of
We will also take Butter and Eggs in Extheir sins, nor---------scold them --into regularity
re
Toyage.
change for our goods. Qoods will be
of
church
attendance,
nor
scold
them
into
“ 81, 1883, Battle at Fair Oaks, Va.
delivered inside of the City Limits
heaven. Yon cannot scold your church
June 1, 1888, James Buchanan died.
ffee of charge.
up, although you can very easily scold it
" 2, 1868, Union forces left West Point down. It takes honey to catch flies and
men. Never go Ashing with a crab-apple
and
Thi Plansti in lay.
for bait. Now we come to the blundering
SLOOTER ft HIGGINS.
minister. Through lack of culture of a
The planet Venus will continue durln deliberate spirit he easily loses his equipoise, gets into a fluster, knocks the
the month to be the most brilliant ant
conspicuousstar In the western sky. On psalm-book off the pulpit, tumbles up the
Ordinance,
stairs, drops the baby that be is trying to
the 4th instantshe reached her greatest
baptize, or closes his sermon as a friend
elongation east of the sun, and as she of mine did by saying: . •• Be not like To provide for the payment of
the salaries of certain City
does not set until nearly eleven o’clock, Esau who sold bis birthright for ” a pot of
she can be watched throughout the whole message!” There are some people born
Officers for the fiscal year
to blunder. They blunder in their conevening. Seen through the telescope, she
Q. 18 f 6,
versation, they blunder in their associanow presents the same phase as the moon tions, they blunder even in their civilities,
Thi Oity of fiolknd OrAaim:
does in her last quarter. This beautifu as did the man on a very hot dav when he
came
up
to
a
woman
who
had
had
lost
her
Sicnoir
1, Thst the City Marshalshall receive a
star will increase in brightness throughfather,and not knowing
nowing (of bis ddccase, salary of Foot Hundred and Perenty-flvodollarsper
out the month, although she does not
y®tri the City Cleric shall receive a aalary of iSro
said, to the lady: Madame, how does Hundred and Twemy-flve dollarsper year; the City
reach her greatest brilliancy until the 7th your father stanu the heat now!
Treasury shat) receive a salaryof One Hundred dolof June.' She is, however, sufficiently However much your audience may be lars Pfr year; tha City Collector shaH receive a salary of Two Hundred dollars per year; the City Atexcited, keep a bit on your own feelings.
brisht to cast a shadow as may be prover
torney shall receive a salary of One Hundred dolI don’t care how fast you let your horse lars per year: the Director of the Poor shall receive
by letting her light fall upon a pencil.
go if you are only sure that when you a salary of Fifty dollars per year; the Chief Enof the fire department shall receive a salary
After, the 4th she gradually approachet want to reign him in. you can do it. De- gineer
nf
J
of Twenty-fivedollars per year.
pend
upon
it
that
while
your
audience
the sun, and come into inferior conjunc8*c.
---- 2. All salaries before mentioned shall
lid 1 be
v
will be in sympathy with you when you computed from the commencementof the preeent
tion with the great luminary on the 14th
uv
snail be
do well, they will have no mercy on you term of office of the officers named and ........
payable quarterly; Providedthere shall be moneys
of July, and will then become morning

“

t

4

LOW

-

CASH

~

OATS.

An

DUTJRSEMA & KOFFERS,
DEALERS IN
Goods,
Goods,
*
Clothing,
'

"
»/ v>

you blunder. Avoid

*

star.

inaptitudes.

in

The best and the mightiestmen

Mercury reached bis greatest elonga- will blunder sometimes.So dim the great
tion east of the sun on the 20th of the John C. Calhoun, who closed one of his
greatest speeches advocatingthat all meu

iv#,

O

1

u

- Notions and Trimmings
Hats
Caps,

Dry

Furnishing

Groceries,

Crockery,

flour & Feed,

Stoneware,

RIVER STREET,
We

Provisions

etc.

•HOLLAND, MICH.

Public to come and examine our stock and
judge for themselves. Our line of clothing is very large and
complete and we have no doubt but we can satisfy all who
wish to purchase.
invite the

WANTED.

L

Tirontv.Hira
v>
‘

trade, go

of

call at the store

.

CASH FOR CORN

^

__

_______

to sen

of Goods for the Fall and Winter

and capacious

tantly keep ou baud a full stock of

to

Aaeriotn Historioal Xnnti.

May

If you wish

& Higgins,

Everything in the line of Produce will he receive and at
the highest market prices.
Holland, Mich., November 5,

1875.

CITY HOTEL,

Trade.
At the Store of

WERKMAN &

HOLLAND, MICH.
SONS,
The Proprietorannounces

River Street, Holland, Mich.

to

the Pubic that no

the Treasuryapplicable to the payment thereof.
Skc. 3. This Ordinance shall

take Immediate
Wefhave on hand> large stock of

effect.

The Rooms

May 18, A. D. 1876.
Approved May
Ml 12, A. D. 1376.
Passed,

are spacious

well furnished witn

month. For a few days about that time
be will be visible, and may be easily

new

and
and

JOHN VAN LANDEOEND, Mayor.
were hot created equal, with the followelegant furniture.
John A. Roost, Wy CUrk.
ing remark: ‘‘Only two men were ere
And
keep a full line of
traced an hour after sunset a littlenorth of ated, and one of them was a woman.”
Remember, my young friends, that
the point where the sun sank below the
Dry Goods,
Office
First Floor.
when you are preaching on the Sabbath
horizon.
Hats & Caps,
and in a consecrated
and the sur‘ place,
)li
For the convenience of Commercial
Mars is still an evening star, and though roundings are solemnized, that any slip
FOR SALE BY
Crockery
and
Agents a large and well lighted sample
he sets about nine o’clock and is apparent- you may make will cause mirlhfulness!
room has been fitted up on the
It requires but very little on the Sabbath
G. J.
Provisions.
ly very small, he can be recognized by his
day and amid a husbed assembly, to rouse
ground floor. Livery connectruddy light, his being almost in a line up a merriment you do not desire. And
ed with the Hotel.
with Venus, and his proximity to the hor- so It was with a young man who bad lost
&
J. W. MINDERHOUT, Prop’r.
izon. He will be near Mercury at the lis balance somewhat’ in the large size of
for $8.00; Jntil further notice.
We have the agency for one of the largest manu
the audience. He was presiding on Sabfactoriesin the country and sell cigars at
time of the greatest eionghtioo, and will
bath day. Behind him sat a very tall
MICHIGAN
be a help in picking up the shy planet.
minister, who was distinguishedfor his
Retail.
The new moon of the 23d will pass very very long arms, and the younger clergy-0near Mercury on the 24th, Mars on the man presiding, in his excitement,as he
—
CHE
25th and Venus on the 28th. If the was about to announce the closing of the
services,said,
My friends, we will now
The undersignedwishes to inform his old friends
weather is favorable, the western sky on conclude with the benediction in long and residents of Holland and vicinitythat belnc at
present located at Mnskcgon, he has made arrangethose evenings will present a picture that metre.”
ments with Mr. W. Vorst. at Holland,at whose Are dealt In very extei. lively by ns, and all orders
will be a source of enjoyment to all lovers
are promptly filled and delivered.
store, on River street, all Job work for binding can
The undersigned announces to the Public that
Peandt oil, first made in the South dur- be left. I have purchaseda new and completeline
he has finished his new Meat-Market, and Is now
of the Htarry spheres.
v

BURRAL’S

on

IRON CORN SHELLERS

HAVEREATE
AND

VAN LANDEGEND
HOLLAND, -

MELIS

CIGARS! CIGARS!

-

MEAT MARKET

Wholesale and

BOOKBINDING!

While

these three planets hold their

ng the war,

is

now in large demand. It

court in the western heavens, Jupiter will supplies the place of almond and olive oils
be a conspicuous object in the eastern, or various uses, and is lower in price, rerising now about nine o’clock and shining

wondrous and

in the constellationScorpio with

is

and flavor for

nearly passed not long since, for

a Euro-

observer reports that the stars

seemed

to touch each other,

and barely

less susceptible to the effect of light

ancy, for he

at his nearest point to us;

is

PRINTING!

But
it

Chemical Saleratus.Call
and try it.

MATERIAL

for it, get

JUST

He

is

in the opposite part of his orbit be

when
comes

-THE

-

JOB OFFICE.

Sealed Proposals.

into conjunctionwith the sun ; the three

NOTICE is hereby given that sealed proposals from tax-paying residents will' be
Clerk’s office
ofl
the sun in the centre. This difference in received at the City Clerk's
until
distance is the cause of the corresponding the first day of June 1876, for the furbodies being then in

a

straight line with

increase in size and brilliancy

make

the planet

a sparkling gem

hrinanent of stars during the whole
of

nishing and deliveryof pine and hemlock lumber for the City of Holland for
in the the fiscal year, by order of the Common

which

will

month

Council.

John A. Roost,

May.

Our

ing are unequaled

and we are at

is

too near the

idenee Journal.

Witt Talmage delivered an address to the

young men, graduating in
Those who wish

to read the

theology.

whole address

rpHE

±

nmierelgnedhavemntnally agreed to

We make

the following ex-

ii

solved their psrtnershlp,
Dartnerahlp, snd
and requeat
request the pubpobaccounts with
Itn Mr. J. Alber
Albers,who
will continue the business at the old stand.
J. ALBERS,

Holland, Mich., May

*6,

B*

“

There

la s

land of pa ah de-light.

Where saints imraawtalreign.”

DEALERS IN
Wood, Lumber, Bark, Ties,
Timber, and all kinds

Wood

Produce.

We have pat np in our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two milea West of the white school-houseon
the Grand Hkven road) a first-class portable saw-mill
which is now in good rnnnlngorder, and can serve
the public at any time with all kinds of bonding
material and fencing at low prices, and deliver the
same wherever wanted.
We can lengthen ont so as to saw 40 feet, and
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Our facilitiesfor getting ont deck planks and
any kind of ship timber are uneqnaled.
All bills will be filledpromptly and with despatch, and a fairdealing can be relied upon. Custom sawing done at bottom figures.
All kinds of Farm Products, taken in pay for
lumberandsawing. Also Wood, Bark and Railroad Ties, when delivered
delli
at onr Pier on Loke
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Lake.
Holland, Mich., March 12, 1875.

•g §

,

THE

Eighth^St. Holland, Mich.

All work burnishedand finishedin the latest style.
Old and Faded Pictures Copied,Enlarged and
worked up in India Ink, Oil or Water Colors.

Mortgage Hale.
Default having been made in the conditions of
jjaymenur a certain IndentnreofMortpgt;,bear-

uw

collection ia being taken
up. and, though not short-sighted at ail,
lias his glasses astride his nose, lifts the
hymn-book fantastically,snd reads:

IN

WYNNE.

of* nur Lord one^tfoulandsigh? hundred and sev“ I want to-night to speak of gome of enty four. Made and executed by Henry Sameitand
the differentkinds of ministers, that our Emma Sameit his wife of the city of Holland, in the
young men may be induced to avoid the County of Otiawa, and State of Michigan,parties
of the first part, and (IbarleaStoring and Melvin A.
undesirable and emulate that which ia Storing, of the same pi aw, parties of the second
holy and rhrht. Firat there in the foppiah
minister,
Minister. no
He baa •
a handsome
unnusotne mol
foot or
inn, on the twentv-elfhth day of May, one thousand
hand, or thinks be has. It U evident from eight hundred and aeventy-fonr, st eight o’clock a.
bis gait and appearance that he has re- m. of aald day, in Liber ‘rof Mortgaeeionmage four
ceived most of his inspiration from his hundred and eleven. And whereas (here ts cfalmed
be doe snd nnpsid st this date on said Mortgage
tailor. His glove fits so well that ft seems to
the sum of one hundred and fifty-two dollars and
to have grown on; his boot, as if made on thirty-eightcenta(|152j8) ter principal,and inter
u last of the last fashion. His hair twists eat, andnoanlt or proceedingseither In law, or
equity, having been commcnciwto recover the same,
as though it had been under curling irons.
or any part thereof:How Ikenfor node* le hereby
From his gesticulationsyou know he has

plum while the

s,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

18TO.

tracts:

practisedthem before the mirror. He
prides himself on being a lady’s man, and
looks so sweet, and has the appearance of
one of Godey’s fashion plates. As be
takes out his hankerchief to wipe away a
tear in the midst of bis sermon, the fabric
drops mnsk and patchoulf and “balm of
a thousand flowers!' and “new mown hay”
and “kirn me quick.” He is a stick of eoclesiasticsl candy- a moral peppermint—
a religions chocolate drop. He takes his
I*
text from the
most luscious part of Solomon’s aong. and Hthps In a manner thweet
beyond detbeription! He has a diamond

prepar-

Promptly and Neatly

di»-

lic to settle all

will find U in the Ohrhtuinat Work of the

18th inst.

De Feyter Bro

)B PRIOTfl E. F. HIGGINS,

Di solution Notice.

the closing of the spring session of

1875.

II

mil
<D

^

Q.

Us

•

’ -

(if

lukrtiseramts.

favorable condition for observation. —Phro

At

all times

ALL KINDS OF

morning
sun to be in a

the Brooklyn Lay College, Rev. T. Do

in this city,

City Clerk.

planets that holds the position of

and he

Job Print-

ed to execute

Saturn is the only one of the vissible

star,

facilities for

Onr aim Is to pay the Highest Market Price for
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haverkate&
all kinds of Country Produce, and we make ihls a Son’s Hardware Store.
specialty.We never refuse to buy anythingIn this
Holland. April 2,
W. BUTKAU.
line, Onr connectionsare such that we can always pay the highestprices.

of

“NEWS”

special Notices.

at opposition one hundred and eightythree million miles deafer to us than

RECEIVED AT
—

the sun, the earth and the planet being in
a line with the earth in the centre.

Country Produce!

Holland, Oct. 28, 1875.

NEW

a fertilizer.

Motto.— Best goods and full weights
caped an occulation.On the 17th, Jupi
s H. A. DeLand & Co.’s motto, hence
ter comes into opposition with the sun. they only recommend D. B. DeLand & Co.’s

ready ta supply his customers with all kinds of
Meats and Sanaagei. By promptness and fair dealing he feels confident of giving satisfaction to all
those who wish to favor him with part of their
trade.

ure, the refuse being used as cattle feed or

es-

He will then shine with his greatest brilli-

1875.

a long time,

beauty and brilliancy.He is still very than olive oil. The oil is extracted enuear the star Beta Scorpii, over which he tirely from the meat of the nut by press-

pean

Muskegon, Sept. 3

CLOETINGH.

—

WAED.

i

-

-

of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.
A.

tains its purity

IN THE

six, at

COMMERCIAL 1875.

Will be sold

'

,

the prvraL

or

bidder
so ranch

LETTER HEADS,
• NOTE HEADS,
BILL HEADS,
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,

v

And

PRICE LISTS,
TAGS,

•

Howaid A MoBbtos,

AtCys for Mortgage*

SUMMER. 1876.

Hats

Programmes,

;

a full line in Ladies’ Furnishing

Goods,

and

etc

for

50 Cents and Upward.

All the latest styles in Ties, Rnchings, Collars and Caffs, and a fall assortment of
Edgings, Standard Trimmings, Zephyrs,Germantown Wool and Canvaa.

Etc., Etc.,

Etc
Call and

Datsd: Holland May iSth, A. DTws.
CHARLES STORING snd MELVIN A. STORING
Mortgage*. g -

*11

Cloaking, Spring and Summer Shawls,
Parasols, Fans, and Kid Gloves.

CARDS,

case

ed in

J'

Suits, Infants’ Misses and Ladies’ Cloaks,

Law Blanks,

Ottawa

£°o

Sal

PRINTING,

Handbills,

gasEssagsr

SSI*
CO O

tn

"fret

one o’clock in the afternoon of aald day, st

the Oircnlt

SPRING AND

Im

Examine. Xe Trouble

to

Show Goods.

All kinds of Color and Or- Agents for the Sale of E. Butterick & Go’s Patterns of Garnamental printing. Call and
ments and their celebrated Shears and Scissors.
examine specimens and prises.

JX
A

big

thing the “ Bee Hive” cigar at

8CH0UTKN

A

MEKNG8.

L

S.
&

TAN DEN BERGE,

EIGHTH STREET

HOED AND, MICH.

It

iitttafl*!.
Beautiful weather— good

is

abeut time fqr our City Council to

Thk Vicksburg

fishing.

allowingaccused persons to

started west for a

readers will see,

by carefullyper-

using the Council proceedings,that the

Our

saloon keepers ought to feelI happy,
happy)

the City Connell having adopted

low

Joslia&Breyman,

The health of General Joseph Hooker,
The undersignedhas succeeded to the Watchmakers 1 Jewelers,
who has for some time been at the Hot
aboya business,and shall continue
B«nkbuUdinf, On. U|hth ud IWn it.
Springs in Arkansas, has not Improved.
to carry on

Such a

fresh supply of horses for their increasing

Our

BAKERY

CITY

ftW* behalf.

result has been predicted.

livery business.

principle of

testify in their

“ cut off” does not de*

prive that city of Us river front.

Mu. H. Boonk has

Maktland has adopted the

establisha fire limit

city

keeps improving

and

still more arc

in different quarters,

contemplated.

city license.

BAKING

Cyrus H. McCormick of Chicago, of
mentionedas likely to
be nominated by the Democrats for Gov-

CONFECTIONERY

ft

“ reaper” fame, is

Public that

ernor of Illinois.

times they will

at all

find me supplied with a full
Masons have started to work on Boa*
It is about time to change the name of
lipe of goods such as
One of the rule* of the Mount Holyoke
man’s new building. This building will
should be kept la a
Eighth street. Let us petition and get a
(Mus.)
Seminary,
forbidding
ona
lady
from
be all brick, twenty five feet front by
good popular name for our most impor- seventy deep, and two stories high.
introducing n gentleman to another lady,
FIRST-CLASS
tant street.
was avoided the other day by a NorthPrwh Bread, Biscuits, Ruska, Crackers
Mr. P. H. McBride, attorney
hampton girl, who, when her father came of all kinds, Cakes, Pastry; also Rye
In spite of the cold pights we have re
. Jplto nf mil
..... . has moved
ith a trunk to her room, while her friend, Bread, Graham and Boston Brown Bread.
cently experienced,fruit still promises
“There from Lansing,and has his office at
Miss Blank, was present, said, “Father, All special orders will be promptly filled.
well. Peaches are progressing and apple
present with Messrs. Howard & McBride, I am sorry I cannot introduce you to my

BASER?.

i

.........

trees are in full bloom.

Liar of letters remaining in the Post

Patient (to doctors after consultation) Office at Holland, Mich., May 26, 1870.
—“Tell me the worst, gentlemen ; am I Miss Minnie Beaunter, Master Roby Brown,
going to die?” “Wo are divided on that
Earl Jonston, A. M. P. The Kely. Miss
question, sir; but there is a majority of
Amelia Kirschenman.
one that you will live.”
Wm. Verbekk, P. M.
—

i

—

»

-

ground and

commenced building on

lot recently purchased by

them. We

make

it

“Yea,”

the

large

private party chartered the steamer Twi-

learn

light

The
a

look fine.

a

The

Oysters by the can or dish, cove oysters,
sa rdines, lobsters, cheese and canned

is of

to pass

The heat from

through channels in

a part of which

this

is

the Inner

is placed

upon

Cappon's Tannery. Maple street
graded, and

when

is

being

a

finished, will add con-

The former patronageof

Decoration Day next Thursday. Get

The

erty. Their new school bell sounds weiT.

.....
of
ot

He

Goldsmith’sBusiness College

at

TTntfrwl

‘I

1 11 V lit*!lie nf a
___
__
Veen l,uxurie8
of a United Rnd tee country,
der Veen.
.....
,,n are
nwi 8tiI1
"#,n ---has just completed a thorough course Bw,lich we
Permitted 10 enjoy, We

face
lace

1

young

a business career

there.

room on the

down
taking a flying trip through the

eastern and northeastern part

of

this Col-

It is high time to organize

work

for a first-class

and get

Fourth of July

to

Holland, Mich.,

My

stage for about one

Flour

Feed,

<fc

Bran, Corn,

A

Oats, Potatoes,

v

at

,

Church

'

»

»

Country Produce, Etc.

I

their money and valuables were taken

jr..

fliers and will

—

wu.4..uv .uuion mcui

Holland, November

It is

Ladies,
.

continue

iiieir

neavy

Our intentionis to offer tbeie goods at low
price, and we request the trading public to call and
examine.

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY^

BOOTS & SHOES mmm

L.

HEROLD,

E.

ms

w mi

8PRIET8MA 6 SON.

Holland, February

1874.

20,

-HcMjf

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

The beautiful Stallion

TDT r\ A /NTT
BLOAOH,

a

Ladies,

ft

Wayne; Henry

Will stand at tho stables of the

Chamberlain, of Berrien.

Gents,

The Conventionwas about three-fifths
hard money and Tilden; the balance Hen-

dricks. Tiie Conventionwas very

-ETNA HOUSE,
Of P.

Youth and

full

regulan

Proprietor.

stallion waa formerly owned by Benjamin
Van Raalte, and produce#the beat stock
colt In this vicinity,kis colts being
sold at a higher price than

—

J. 0.

ZAL8MEN,

The

Misses Wear.

hn

sons

Cash Paid for Hides

and Conservative, nearly every county in
*n
ocur. Mary,
snnry, ngni;
wm. Bates,
Hates, the State was fully represented.
Am'wZa— Schr.
light; Wrm.
session, in the Second Church of Kinga-l light; achr, Trio, 20 cds stone; schr. TriThere were no instructions given to the
Color, 400 bu corn; scow
light;
ton, N. Y., on Wednesday, June 7th, at f,'n,nr
annm Spray,
Q-'” -*•*
delegates and no preference for candidates
three o’clock p. m. The Synodical sermon prop. Sky Lark, 81 cds stone; schr. Contest, light; schr. Wollin, 300 bu corn; schr. publicly expressed.
will be preached on the evening of the
Full line for the Winter trade.
Four Brothers, 30 cds stone; schr. Joses,
James Blair, of Kent, and Fred. A.
first day of the session, by Rev. Charles fight.
Holland, Jan. 1, 1870.
Nims, of Muskegon, are the district deleScott, D. D., President of the last General
gates from the Fifth District.
Synod. The sermon on Benevolence will
At the meeting of the Holland Soldier’s
The resolutions were hard money in senbe delivered by Rev. R. B. Welch, D. D.f Union on Wednesday evening, held at
timent, drafted by Chauncey Joslin, of
on the evening of the sixth day of the sesJ Bakker & Van Raalte’s store, the necessary
Washtenaw, and others*
sion, June 12th.
measures were taken to observe Decoration
Don. M. Dickenson,of Wayne, was
Day on next Tuesday, in a manner becom- elected chairman of the State Central
An important improvement on Fish
NO.
EIGHTH STREET.
ing the memories of that day. Commit- Committee In place of Foster Pratt, of
street has been requested by interestedand
tees were appointed on exercises, music, Kalamazoo.. Some of the old members of
Drugs,
disinterested partie* and was presented to
grounds, decoration, etc. The last named the Committee were retained, and others
the Council at their last session, as will be
Medicines,
committee was Instructedto ask the co- changed; Cooper remains in the Fifth
seen by their proceedings in another colPaints
Oils
umn. We think it will be adopted and operation of the ladies. A general invita- District.
Are told •« cheap at this Drug Store as at any
tion was extended to the several organizacarried out. This improvement will give
The Freedman’s Saving Bank at Wash- other. Medicine#warrantedto be strictly pure.
tions and institutions at this place to atthe citizens another thoroughfarein and
ington, which our readers will recollect Trusses,
tend and join in the procession. The meetout of town without running the risk of
bursted shortly after Jay Cooke went unigg adjourneduntil this evening at the same
Chamois Skins.
their lives in crossing the many switches
der and which served the colored people
place, when we are requested to state
Counter, Cloth,
around the depot It will also be advanof the country for several years as a ratthere will be expected a more prompt attageous to the orderly progress of Minerals,
Hair and
hole wherein they could deposit their savwhich have often been halted and de- tendance on the part of some of the mem- ings with the assurance that they would

^

Gents,

Youths, .
.^Misses
AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.
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of the Latest Styles of

AND

Webber, of Saginaw; Peter White of OnI. Mills, of

Shoos.

new stock of Goodi ban Just been opened,and
we can state to the iPublic
ban ore
been.;
uuju. that
iubi it nan

River Street, Holland.

in a heap, were formed in a line and

tonagon; Merill

and

bought cxpresfllyfor this season of the year.

cele-

Ctoa/UJM— Schr. Mary, Chicago, 230 m
anchor slaves;
scow
Bates, Awtivauv,
Racine, 40
in 11
ft.
_ —
--- Wm.
• —
*vF 111
to secure a load. She cleared light for lumber; scow Spray, Racine, 80m ft. lum
Milwaukee,
100 lil
m
t *•**!
uvaaav/V)AW
Chicago, on Wednesday,with the inten- her; schr. Tri-Color,
brl staves, prop. Sky Lark, Grand Haven,
tion of returning with a cargo of stone for
light; schr. Contest, Chicago, 90 cords
Rjsser & Winston.
wood; schr. Wollin, Racine, 40 m ft. lumber; schr. Four Brothers, Chicago, 2100
The General Synod of the Reformed R R tics; schr. Joses, Chicago, light.'
week been lying

JOSLIN & BREYMAN.

Boots

Bolted Meal,

«

last

Feb. 22, 1875.

Provisions,

from them. After taking the valuable
ony, we noticed that the crops in sight bration. In tbia our Centennial year we packages In the mail and joking with the
look well. The industrioushusbandman cannot afford to have the slightest shadow frightened passengers,the robbers rode
can easily be traced. Zeeland is improv- cast on our patriotic feeling or history, leisurely away with about |600 in money
ing, the railroad is doing her good, and 1ms either as naturalizedor native-born citiand other property. There have been
created enterprise; her railroad station is zens. Whatever the times may be, “ Our lately many such outrages in Texas.
good and well handled by our friend Flag is [still]There.” To work then like
--men— a procession emblematic of the past
Goozen.
Democratic State Convention.
and present, and a good display of fireMarine matters at present are in a de- works in the evening— nothing less!
The State Convention organizedat Lanplorable condition.Numerous vessels
sing on the 24th, by the electionof Wm.
PORT OF BLACK L&LE.
are unable to procure cargoes, while those
L. Webber, of Saginaw, aa^President
that do are compelled to carry their freight
Capt Morse of Ionia, Secretary.
Thursday, May 2o.
at depreciated rates. The flcbr. Joses has
The delegates at large are Wm. L.
during the

Wykhutaen.has

and will be pleasedto see

wjlhbe Neatly
and Promptly executed.

Groceries,

hundred distinguishedguests, beside the
We learn that a brakesman, by the name and tested their engines. The result was
unsatisfactory,from the fact that No. 1 got officers of the convention, the president
Clark, fell from the freight train, on Sat“busted.” We shall announce with pleas- and vice-presidents.
urday last, and struck his head on a pile of
ure a new trial. The engines ought to
Brigands robbed a stage in Texas last
railroadties, sustainingsevere injuries.
stand the test, and if they cannot, then “in week in the old-fashionedway, which
He was taken on board the train and cartime of peace prepare for war” applies to everybody who reads novels understands.
ried to Grand Junction,where he was left
this case, as Count Von Moltke advised The stage was stopped, and the passenin care of a doctor, with but little hope
the German Parliament.
gers, after having thrown their weapons
for his recovery.
While

thtmulves to

All Repairing

Dry Goods,

the delegates bo assigned by lot; and that
there be

P,nCe

established himself with
hla old customers and friendscontinue thelrfonner favors.

ns,

DEALERS IN

distinctive banner; that the positions of

According to agreement our two fire
^ I companiesmet on Friday evening last,

request all of our old fHends to come and sep

the aboveneW

(Successors to M. P. Vissers.)

gates occupy the centre of the hall, and
ladies that each state delegationbe marked by a

iJ

We

1875.

20,

Welton & Akeley,

vention, in which he suggests that the dele

Jake rather prefers Detroit to Holland, and |/kcep Up thelr rePutation'
thinks seriously of returning to embark

Mich., Nov.

Mr. J.

A

----

at Detroit. l|condden,br expect to see the

Musical Instruments.
PE8SINK.

Secretary of the Democratic Na-

tional Committee, has sent a letter to the

ers to

A

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and

the Public is

G. J. A.

decoratethe graves of our comrades, committee in St. Louis which has charge
who
had
to Pay
pay with
lives for
for the
recognize once again on our streets! 'V,K) *ia(*
w*th their
their lives
the of the arrangements for the NationalCon-

We
the well
me
wen known
Known

Ware,

Plated

respectfully solicited.

driving the heated air into the hoot.

yourself ready and engage abundant flow-

all

& TOBACCO.

CIGARS

spring, so that the action of .the foot in

Holland,

siderablevalue to the surrounding prop-

Tea will be served at

hours.

uotice extensive

scription.

Jewelry and Variety Store.
SilverWare,

Coffee and

improvements going ternoon pleasure, and expressed a desirt walking acts like a bellows,drawing in
on in the Fourth ward, in the vicinity of of soon indulging in one of a similar de- the cold air by an aperture in the heel and

We

REFRESHMENTS.

foot-warmingapparatus
heel of the boot

of moat o! oof old stock, wa havo
occupied m y new qnarton,on KIV1R STREET
with a beautiful atock of everything
pertaining to a complete

metal, and hollow, and contains a supply fruits.

sole,

the evening, highly pleased with their at-

am

English Patent Journal describes

combinationof

made

in

I

sorry too.”

of artificial fuel.

and indulged in an excursionto the

harbor and vicinity. They returned

Plain and Fftncy Candies,a full assortment of Nuts and such other notions in
this line as will render this establishment
Having diipoaed
complete in this respect.

said the father, shak*

lug hands with the young lady, “and

with a boot.

Last Sunday afternoon quite a

that they intend to veneer their store with
brick and

forbid it!”

w

Drs. Annib & Broke have already broke

Assorted Confectionery.

friend, Miss-Blank of Blank, but the rules

any of the other*.

Price $6, Cash

down II.

We

keep the large Stallion of Veldhcer of
North Holland, whose weight is 1,400 pounds.

DOESBURG, Price $7 00, $1.00 Cash down,

*

iinn in
70, - -

Come and

B.ll-tw.

CROCKERY!

and

layed on account of the danger in crossing
so

many

tracks with locomotivesin close

proximity.
It is surprising what quantities of fish
are being daily caught in our Lake.

Should

bers of the association.

not have tbe opportunityto Invest them in
Presi-

unwise speculation#,has at Mat been

dential campaign will be reform of official

turned inside outt and presents a spectacle

service. The Democraticstock

decidedlydishearteningto

The

living issue

of the coming

ini trade

its depositors.

candi- the credulityof the ignorant freedmen
are given to the world, and are mostly inner of Eighth and River streets, any after- dates will be tbe platform. If the macluded
in tbe pestiferous body known as
noon between the hours of 4 and 8, you chine politiciansthrow Bristow overboard
the
Ring
of the District of Columbia, and
could Judge for yourself of the quantity at Cincinnati, they will have to explain
which has been in charge of the municicaught, as well as procure a sight at the the reason for doing it on the stump, anfi
pel affairs of the City of Washington durthey
will
not
have
time
for
much
else.
various characters that indulge in thosport
You will always find Hope College pretty The Democratswill press them on that ing (he greater part of Grant’s administration. Gen. O.O. Howard, figured in
well represented from the frisky grammar point at every step of the canvass.
the transactions as “ Honorary Trustee”
school youth up to the dignified Divinity Preaching reform after slaying the chamof tbe institution. The remuneration restudent While standing there the other pion thief-catcher will not carry convicceived for his servicesip not stated, but
day, we were accosted by a littleboy about tion of sincerity to the casual mind. Adthe General’scareer iq Washingtonis i
vocating
official
honesty
Md
Clvll-Service
six years old, who was trudging along unguarantee
that he has a liberal estimate of
purification,
after
rejecting
the
man
who
der the weight of an immense string of

Tbe

among which were some that would put these principles into practice in tbe bis worth as a financial manager. If the
partiea to whoae doors these shameless
weigh over 4 pounds. He stepped up to TreasuryDepartment, will be regarded as
frauds have been traced escape jMinishus with his eyes sparkling with pleasure, sounding brass and hollow hypocrisy by

A h i Stock of the very best Perfumery sold in
bottle or by
,

measure.
J. O.

Hotxaws, Mich.,

ain't that pretty d—

— good

for

my age?” We

cautioned him

concerning the use of bad

grammar. He

a boy of

thanked us kindly for our good advise and
continued on hia way r^jotciog.

If you want

good

Store”1* 8010

Paints

1 O

&

'

July 80, 1875.

ment under the law,

the numerous class of independent voters

it will only

prove an-

who constitute the balance of power be- other instance to illustrate tbe fact that the
corrupt Ring wields a greater power in
tween parties— UAkwpo

Mum.

the Districtthan the courts of justice.

-

Kfctf

aoMatnyomee.

N.

DOESBURG.

Holland, July

FOF SALE
to

7, 1875.

or

TO

l*s.
P.

-

OC.

l
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REKT

ill-healthI offer far saia or to rent U><

For fartheOntormatloa apply

Cheaner than ever
Avar before.1
tw»fnr»
cheaper

Oil.

BY THE GALLON, AJ
J. O.

to

in

large supplies.
0.

j.

VAARWERK.

Holland, M!ch.,8epi.

10,

1875.

Something New

!

P. H. Wilms,
THE WELL

KNOWN

PUMP MANUFACTURER

Golden Machine

Doc*bur*’8 Drug
'
*

„

KENYON.

IPUR/EI

Oils at bot.

Wm. Van Putten.

Rockingham and Yellow

HOLLAND, MICH.,

Owing

Dr. B. Ledeboer will henceforth make

7

Ware

Doea a general Banking, Exchange, and ColjeeUon business. Collections made on all points
in the UnltedStatesandEurope. Particularattention paid to the collections
“ ‘
i of Bank
Banks and* Banker*.
Remittances nuda on day of paymtent All bus!nsas
entrusted to me
shall
have prompt atten- —
mtv mum,
i ua.c
tion. Intero«t allowed on time deposits, eobject
to check at sight. Foreign exchange bought
and sold. Tickets to and from all points in Europe

after this

quantities. —

DOESBURG.

Nathan Kenyon. Banker

fish,

“Say Mr.,

From and

date, I
intend to devote to this line of
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a complete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
Paint Brushes.
:A liberal deduction to
All the leading Patent Medicines in the market. those who buy sets or in large

will be charges about Republican corrup- The names of the persons who fattened oh

you assume a standing position on the cor- tion, revenue stealing' etc.

see them, and take your choice.

ilflllii
Basket

n

improvement on wooden pompa;
well, and nothing can
the water
Bastnees place oa

_

and Eleventhstreet,

H

‘

ZAL8MAN,

HlU-i,™.

Hand-Pumpsup

okhmu me JBRgmc*
He can alfo pot down Drive well points oa wood
an pumps, which I* an tmpmment on both iron
w

MsBIJS
fiaMthlBcnew.Addnw,

It

savi

'C

^7* fTfrf

NO THUS

iy

o

who

ummer

sons ere

^th^

yet. Ida, you

^

see, is

my

There U no UiAe like the old time,
"Whon yon end I were youofl,
When the bade of April blowomed,

By

they all are

k

nieoe— Ida Merton, my brother’s
only child. Georgie is Georgie Gresham, a distant oonneotion of Ida’s, who

‘ms-

m

oonsdenoe smote him a little, for he was
unusually gentle and attentive in his
ways to Georgie that evening, and I
heard him
*
11 You know, Georgie, that he will be
here for some time, and any night will
do for him, bnt Nilsson may not appear
as Marguerite again.”
11 Oh, yes, it is all right! I quite understand,”said Georgie ; and if his ear
was not quick enough to detect the little quiver in her voice, nor his eye sharp
enoogh to see the flutter of her lip,
though my old eyes and ears could perceive both, whose fault was that ?
Love is Wind, they say ; but a calm,

say, ^
m

plucky, indomitable Uttle mite as she is,
trudging out in all weathers,and coming
back pale and tired, but with never a
complaint from her firm little lips, and
always with a bright smile and a cheerful word for “ Aunt Jeanie,” as she, too,
calls me. I believe the child really does

friendly indifference is blinder

you were away, Ida would love a stick,
or a stone, or anything that might happen to be in your place; but Georgie
would never forget you— never. The
young man is Mark Drayton, and he is
only a clerk in my brother’s store; but,
for all that, he is of good birth and
breeding. The wheel of fortune has
trange ups and downs, and he was glad
enough of the place when Mr. Merton
sought him ontand offered it to him, in
memory of early benefits which he had
received from young Drayton's father.
Neither of them had ever had any reason
to repent the step, for Mark had proved
to be steady and honorable, with rare
flashes of what was almost like a genius
for business, if there can be such a
thing. He had risen steadily, until it
was quite understoodthat next year he
was to be a partner in the large wholesale and retail dry goods house of Merton & Co. All things considered, he
would not have been such a bad match
for Ida, only that I knew that the child
did not really care about him, and there
was Georgie breaking her prsud, patient
little heart for his sake, and nobody saw
it but one old woman, who had been
through it all herself and knew what it
meant It was hard enough for her
sometimes, bnt she was not the kind to
,

There U no lore like

the old lore
The! we oonrted In oOr pride ;
Though our leeveiere felling, felling,
And we’re fading aide by ndc,
There ere blossom* ell around us.
With the colore of our dawn.

than any

mole.
I scarcely saw Georgie the next day,
bnt Ida was in and out, bright and
blithe as usual When the evening came

both the girls were in the drawing room.
Ida was radiant Her dress was of black
silk, but all tricked off with soft, fine
laoes, with flecks of scarlet here and
there. Scarlet fuchsiasnodded in her
hair and dropped at her dainty throat.
Georgie looked like a pale shadow beside
her, in her soft gray gown, unrelievedby
a single dash of color, but to my eyes,
so sweet and fair in her grave, quiet composure.

face grew paler and thinner, and the
wistful, yearning look deepened in her
eyes, and her bps were more firmly set
in their resolute line. Bnt I knew that
her dread was only of his death ; I knew
that no shadow of a doubt of his truth
and honor had ever crossed her mind.
And how was it with Ida ? The child,
at first, was the most wretched of any of
us, and yielded to her feelings without
restraint Bnt when the first horrible
shock was over— how shall I express it?
I think the long misery of suspense

bored her.

She oould never endure

ennui, and, sad and shocking as it may
be, there is a certain dreadful ennui' in
all protracted grief. She grew tired of
it ; tired of waiting and hoping and fearing ; tired of our sad faces ; tired, most
of all, of the long strain of grief on her
light, careless nature. So at last it was
really a relief to her to open her ears to
the rumors and suspicions which oirculatod among those who did not know

Mark

as

we did.

It justifiedher in cast-

ing aside the show of sadness, whioh

had

there was no toom for doulit of Mrs.
D’Arleton’s story in any mind. Of
course he was overpowered at last and
taken into the building, catching a
glimpse as he passed of Mrs. D’Arleton
in an attitude of bitter and most beoomiog gnef. Sho had taken the precaution to pay his board a month in advance, thus securing his detentionlong
enough to allow her to escape with her
booty. As time went on andhe became
calmer, his entreatiesto be confronted
with Mr. Merton, which at first had been
treated as mere ravings, began to make
more impression;At last Dr. Langley,
meeting Mr. Merton accidentally, mentioned the circumstance,and the result,
of course, was Mark’s release.
So there is my story, and if it is not
artisticallyhandled, why, I am an old
woman, as I told you, and not used to
such things. To me the chief interest
centeredin Georgie, and if I have made
her the principal figure, and rather
slurred over Mark’s adventures, it is
partly for that reason and partly because, beyond the bare outline, we could

already oeased to be anything bnt a
show, and when a doubt was onoe enter- not get mnoh out of him. He had suftained, it was easy for it to become a fered too much, I suppose, during his
There are no times like the old times—
They shall never be fergot 1
settled,angry conviction.
incarceration to let his mifld dwell upon
There la no place like the old place—
WeU, time passed on, as it always it willingly. Mrs, D’Arleton was never
Keep green the dear old epot
There are no friends like our old friends—
does, whether its foot falls on roses or traced; but whenever we take up a paper
May heaven prolong their Uvea
on
breaking hearts. We were all col- and read of a successful swindling operaWell, the evening crept slowly on, and
There are no loves like the old loves—
lected in the drawing-room. How well I tion, we look at bach other and wonder,
Ood bless our loving wives
Ida grew impatient flashing hither and
thither in her quick, restless way, while remember the scene I The room was “What is she?”
Georgie and Mark are very happy, if
Georgie, half hidden in the shadow of lighted only by the wood fire, which
MI 6E0RUIE.
sent
its fine fliokers wavering over floor we may judge by appearances, and I
the curtains, knitted on steadily at some
piece of soft fleece work, apparently un- and ceiling. Georgie sat on a low otto- think we may. Ida has outgrown her
I have been asked to tell the story;
moved. The carriage had been waiting man. How thin her face looked as the suspicions, and Mark has forgiven her
bat, if I tell it at all, it must be in my
bright lights and deep shadows chased for them, bnt the old glamour has gone
at the door for an hour, and still no sign
own way. I’m an old woman now, and
each other across it 1 She was dressed forever, which is very fortunate for all
of
Mark.
if I ramble and maunder at times, why,
concerned. And if Ida and young SomJust as Ida was for the fortieth time in black, put on, perhaps, poor ohil(
perhaps you would do the same if you
as
a
silent
emblem
of
the
sorrow
that
erby should come to terms, why, I think
appealing to ns to know if it were not
were sixty years old. It wasn’t necessary
had almost died into hopelessness. Ida it will be a very good thing, for there
the
strangest
thing
we
ever
heard
of,
and
to see through a millstone to see that
where in the world could he be, the door was at the other side of the room, talk- are no heights in the nature of either
one of the girls loved him with her whole
opened and Mr. Merton entered. A tall, ing to young Somerby, who had dropped after which the other must strain in
heart, while the other— but there
fine-lookingman was this brother of in, just as she used to talk to Mark, vain.
have got into the middle of the story,
So my task is done, and now I can lay
mine,
with silver hair and clear blue with the same pretty gestures, the same
and haven’t told you the beginning vet
eyes, and the port and bearing of a gen- arch inflections,the same soft, ringing down my pen and take my rest by the
There wasn’t any great hum in Ida— fret or bemoan herself.
tleman of the old school, with the pol- laughter.How could she? But it was hearth where we have sat, Georgie and
I believe that thoroughly— but the child
Of course the young man was caught ished courtesyof that by-gone class, too, the child’s nature. I dared not forget I, so many times, and where we have
was too much of a kitten to know her
own mind. Pretty? Oh, yes, very by Ida’s witcheries,for the little puss and the dignified calm which scarce any- that, or I should have hated her for her both dreamed our dreams — I of a darkwas as fond of admiration as a cat is of thing could ruffle. So it startled ns to fickleness and heartlessness.
ened past, she of a darkened future.
pretty, even to my old eyes; just the
sparrows, and spared no pains to fasci- see a shadow on his face, which deepenSuddenly
the door into the hall open- We dream them no more; and if her
sort of beauty that old age likes, with
nate him. I wonder that the two girls
ed after the quick glance which he cast ed. And who stood there, a black fig- future is bright, I see beyond and above
plenty of light and oolor about it— great
continuedas good friends as they did ; around the room.
ure sharply defined against the glare of a future for me which is bright with a
soft dark eyes, and heaps of dark tanbnt I think Georgie saw that Ida was not
“ What is the matter, brother Paul?” light ? For an instant we all sat mute brightness that earth can never give.
gled hair, and the bloom of the damask
to blame, and was only acting out her I asked ; and both girls looked np.
and motionless,'uncertain, I think, Harper's Magazine.
rose on her soft oval cheeks. She was
nature, in perfect ignorance of the deadI am vexed and puzzled,” was his whether it was a ghost or not For we
ly hurt which she was inflictingupon reply— a most unusual thing for him. had become so sure, Georgie and I, that
A Million Postage Stamps.
her friend. For though Georgie had “ I came in hoping against hope to find he wasudMvd, you see, though neither of
Several times there have been pubof romance treasured up in her foolish told her of her long, long friendshipwith Mark Drayton here. You have seen us had Breathed the suspicion to the lished stories to the effect that some
Mark Drayton when he was only a poor, nothing of him?”
other, nor would we have acknowledged
little brain. It was really as {good as a
good little boy (after the manner of the
struggling olerk, she had nover told of
it had we been taxed with it For an
Mark
Drayton
!
Ida
listened
in
earnplay to see that dainty, inxnnons little
Sunday school books), animated by a
the looks and words and ways with est now, and even Georgie dropped her instant we sat so, and then with a low
creature sitting there in her silks and
noble ambition to distinguishhimself,
which he had won away her heart before work.
cry of “Mark 1 oh, Mark ! is it yon at
laoes, talking about self-saorifioe and the
had undertaken to collect 1,000,000 deeither of them knew it. Not that the
“It is a most perplexing thing,” he last ?” Georgie sprang forward, her face faced postage stamps, bnt usually these
pleasure of working and economizing
young man was dishonorable either. went on. “I would stake my life on the all lighted np with eager joy and tri- stories are discredited, and cynical peofor the man one loved. Work and economy, forsooth1 and she knew about as She had been his only friend in those young fellow's truth and honor ; yet umph.
ple intimate that the statements are
days, you see. That was while her what can have become of him ?”
But he? He scarcelynoticed her— printed to cover design on the part of
much of either as a mollusk does of algeBecome of him ! A perfect hurricane my poor little Georgie ! —just took her dishonest persons to collect large quanbra. Not that I know what a mollusk is widowed mother was still living and
—heaven forbid 1— but it seems to be Georgie was living with her. It was of questions arose ; only Georgie was hand mechanically as he peered into the tities of old stamps, and then by renot until after her mother had died that
silent as death in her obscure corner. shadows.
the fashion now to talk the most of what
moving the canceling marks, dispose
the
girl came to live in Mr. Merton’s As soon as Idn could be induced to listen
“Ida!” I exclaimed, sharply, for the of them as new stamps to the innocent
you understand the least Yes, Ida was
a nice little thing, bright and good- honae. Sympathy and friendship are and let the rest hear, brother Paul told child had never stirred, though she saw and unsuspecting. Here is a story,
very Bweet, and Georgie had been patient,
him well enough.
his story.
natured, and generous in an impulsive,
however, which is strictlytrue. Some
tender and true, and the young man
Then she came forward, slowly and re- time ago a young girl, a pupil in an upHow that in the morning a lady had
open-handed way; but, bless yont die
had learned to think of her as a sister, entered the store, a lady regal in silks luctantly. I think she was frightened, town Sunday school, over which ope of
had about as much power of loving in
and perhaps to love her as something and laces, more regal in port and bear- for she hated tragedy with every fiber of our dry goods princes presides as superher as a kitten. She oould like people
more, but it all seemed so hopeless that ing, so brother Paul said, toll and fair, her nature, and she had been living in
and be fond of them/ and all thg sort of
intendent, received a promise from a
he never spoke. And then he met Ida, with great flashing hazel eyes, and hair the midst of it for two weeks, and now wealthy gentleman, a patron of toe
thing, as long as everything was smooth
and was dazzled and bewitched by her, of palest gold, now that this lady, af- its culminationin bodily shapes food beschool, that if she succeeded by July 1
and pleasant;but at the first touch of
and so Georgie was eclipsed for awhile ter inspecting and lavishlyordering the fore her. She did not know what to do.
adversity— puff 1 her little rush-lightof
in collecting1,000,000 he would settle
—only for awhile, I felt sure, if he and richest and costliestgoods, velvets, silks The kitten had nothing in her nature to
love was out with a whiff, instead of
an annuity upon her snffioient to supIda could but be kept from committing of every shade, laoes— old point, Hom- enable her to rise to the level of such a
port her for life. She communicates
burning up clearer and stronger and
themselves until both bad had time to ton, guipure, Mechline — “ enough to crisis as this. She could neither cast
this extraordinarypromise to the aforefiercer for me blast, as it ought to do if
wake np from their foolish dream.
dress yon from head to foot, Ida ’’—had away her suspicionsnor avow them bold- said superintendent,who told her to get
it were the right sort.
That evening, though, I began to fear suddenly discoveredthat she had forgot- ly to his faoe. She jnst stood before
it in writing. She obtained the written
What is the use of being hard upon
that the rash young things would take ten her purse and check-book. In sore mm, with eyes half downcast, half avertpromise, and now toe superintendent is
the child, though, for what she oould no
matters into their own hands. Mark al- perplexity she sent her card to Mr. Mer- ed, bnt with fear and suspicion and disassistingher to procure the requisite
more help than she could the mole upon
ways did run about the house like a tame ton— Mrs. Lannoe D’Arleton was the trust written so legibly on every feature
number to obtain the annuity. He has
her oheek, which troubled her so ? Love
cat ; there wore few evenings that did
name he bore— with a request for an in- that the young man must have been already interested snob firms as H. B.
is a gift and a talent, like any other.
not find them in our drawing room. No
terview. Explainingthat she was ob- blind indeed not to read that silent lan- Olaflin & Oo., Peake, Opdyke & Co.,
Some people have it and some haven’t,
doubt it was very good for the young liged to leave town that afternoon,she guage. Not a word of welcome, not a Keane & Frajne, the Home Insurance
and whether it is a gift to be prayed for
man, and kept him out of a great deal of begged him to send a trusty olerk in the question as to where he had been, nothCompany, and others who receive a
or not is a question my poor old brain
mischief, bnt I oould not help thinking
carriage with her to receive and bring ing but that confused, blushing silence large number of letters,and already she
cannot pretend to settle. I believe in it
sometimes that he was not the only one back the money.
which the most easily deluded lover has on hand nearly 400,000 old stmps.
yet, old as I am, and I believe in insanito be considered.That even Ida exert“So,” said brother Paul, in conclu- could never have mistaken for the timid- She had receivedover 20,000 from Ckfty, but it’s precious little I’ve seen of
ed all her witchery. Suck a bright sion, “I asked Mark to go as a per- ity of love and joy. I think Mark was lin alone. Doubtless if any of your
either the one or the other. They say
sparkling little puss she was when she sonal favor. It is hardly his business, bewildered at first, but as he stood and
readers wish to assist in this laudable
we are all crazy, more or less, only in
chose I It was not what she said ; that but I thought I could trust him.”
gazed at her, gradually the meaning of enterprise, contributionsto either of the
most people it never comes oat very
was well enoilgh in its way, bnt neither
“Well,1 papa?” said Ida, as he it all new plain to him, and his expres- houses mentioned will find their way to
strong, and perhaps it’s the same with
remarkably wise or witty, bnt so en- paused.
sion changed. I saw the pride and calm the painstaking girl in question.—
love. I. suppose most of ns have more
forced and pointed by droopings of the
contempt
slowly rise and overflow his York Cor. Chicago Tribune.
“Well
thatvis
all,”
said
brother
or less of me commodity lying loose
long lashes, and poutings of the red
faoe, as it were, as a wave may spread
Paul.
about us ready to be squandered on
lips, and flashing of the dark eyes, and
slowly over a flat when the tide comes
“ All, papa ? But where is Mark ?”
RMlng Camels.
anybody that comes along. People in
flutterings of the little white hands, that
“ Ah ! that is the question. Since he in. There was no anger in his look, no
general are satisfied to dribble it out,
Mounting
the camel is not difficult,
even an old woman like me couldn’thelp entered the carriage with Mrs. D’Arle- resentment. He seemed only like one
Jtere a little and there a little, until it is
but it has some sweet surprises for the
forgetting for awhile what nonsense the
ton, notning has been seen of him. The who wakens slowly from a pleasant
all gone, and nobody the better for it—
whole thing was, and be earned away sum was a large one, and whether heUas dream. And then— then he turned to novice. The camel lies upon the ground
-or the worse. Onoe in a while, though,
with all his legs shat np under mm like
and captivated and fascinated in spite of
yielded to the sudden temptation— but my Georgie at last, and over his faoe a jackknife, ion seat yourself in the
yon come across somebody who has
herseif. And all the while my little that, is impossible. Yet foul play, the there came a glow and a light snob as I
noarded up the whole stock, and kept it
broad saddle, and cross your legs in front
Georgie sat there, with her pale face and only alternative, seems equally impossi- had never jseen there before, as he said,
intact until the one oomes along who
of the pommel. Before yon are ready,
her gentle, quite ways and her quaint ble. I have set the police on the track, simply :
-claims it all Is that the better way?
something like a private earthquake belittle words, just the same as ever, for
but I am utterly baffled and bewilFa sure I can't tell It all depends anything
“ But Georgie believedin mo.”
gins under yon. The camel raises his
they oould see. And I fancied
dered.”
Jipon who comes in for it at the end.
And she went to him and wept her hind quarters suddenly, and throws yon
now and then that there was a quick
I cannot pretend to describe the scene heart away in his enoiroling arm, and I over upon his neck ; and, before yon reGforgie was one of that kind, I think;
catching of her breath or a passing conthat followed this announcement.I drew Ida softly away and left them. cover from that he straightens up his
a little mite of a creature, with none of
traction of her pretty forehead— why,
know that for a moment there was dead Young Bomerby had had sense enough knees and gives you a jerk over hjs tail ;
Ida's brightness or bloom about her,
perhaps it was only my fancy. I tried
silence in the room. We were all I to take himself off before. So Georgie and, while yon are not at all certain what
but taking, in her way, too, with the
to think so, at all
think, too much shocked and stunned to had won not much of a prize, after aU, has happened, he begins to move off
look of quiet resolution about the square
Presently they began to talk of the
speak. Ida still stood in the middle of to my thinking ; bnt if she was satisfied, with that dislocated walk whioh sets you
chin and firm little mouth, and the
opera, and|[da declared with her pretty the floor, with a face from which every
that was all that was necessary.
into a see-saw motion, a weaving
hands clasped, that she adored Nilsson.
vestige of color had fled. Then Georgie
Of course I was dying to hear Mark’s backward and forward in the capacious
res.
come forward, and, as if her movement story, bnt I had not the heart to intrude saddle.
ittle
had snapped the spell, the silence broke upon them then. When he did tell it at
face that oould wake up and sparkle
Not having a hinged book fit for this
to see her in
suddenly—questions, 'surmises, last, it seemed more like a crazy dream movement, you lash the beast with your
with life when anything stirred or
seen her in that, and was sure she most
doubts, suspicions, set aside ss soon as than a sober, matter-of-factepisode of koorbash to make him change his gait.
amused her— that was Georgie. And
be a perfect Marguerite. Did Mr. formed, for none of us could really susthe nineteenth century. When he got He is nothing loth to do it, and at once
both of the girls thought they loved
Dmyton know that that was the opera pect of any evil-doing the young man
him, though what there was about him
into the carriage with Mrs. D'Arleton, starts into a high trot, whioh sends you
for to-morrow night, and perhaps that
whom we had known so long and so well she, it seems, began to talk in so brilthat was so wonderfully attractive I never
would be the last time it would be Bnt all came back to the one horrible, liant and fascinatinga maimer that he a foot into toe air ** every step, bobs
oould see. A good-looking young felyou from side to side, drives your backunanswerable question,where oould he did not notice the directionin whioh bone into your brain, and makes oastidow enough, tall and manly, with a given?
And Ida stopped, with her hands still be?
they were driving until they stopped be- nets of your teeth. Capital exercise.
brown mustache, and a dear frank look
clasped and her eyes fixed on the young
I can only tell the story from my own fore a large building, whioh he recogniz- When you have enough of it you pull
in his brown eyes. You see hundreds
man. I declare 1 could have boxed her point of view, and there is no use in my
as good aa. he is every day, and what
h ere, was about himWeU, well, girls pretty pink ears, Georgie cfluld not trying to enter into the details of the
are mysteries, and very differentfrom have done.it ; bnt then things that would polioe search, of the rewards offered, of ness inside, she left him. Shortly after simple enough.
what they were when I was young. have seemed forward and utmaidenly in the dews which they thought they had he was greeted politely by the dootor in rope (he has neither bridle nor bit)
Then we didn’t consider it proper to other girls, in Ida seemed so simple and found, but which invariably led to noth- charge, who oame to the carriage, and, against his _neck as you swing a whip,
artless and unconsciousthat yon oould ing. Had the earth opened and swaladdressing him as Mr. D’Arleton, re- and toe animal at onoe swings into an
or even think, about such things.
lowed Mark and that mysterious woman, quested him to step out for a minute. easy pace ; that is, a pretty easy pace,
We took the good the gods gave ns in not be disgustedwith her.
Of course there was nothing for Mr. they oould not have disappeared more Mark disclaimedthe name, but for this like that ’of a rocking-horse. But ervery-that line, and were thankful; or, if we
Drayton
to do but to say that he would utterly. The detective system was a Dr. Langley was prepared, ah Mrs. D’.didn’t choose to take it, wo went without,
toing depends upon the oamel— Warand never vexed our heads about any be delighted to escort her. I caught mystery past our comprehension,and Arleton had told him that her husband ner’s Book on Egypt.
we oould do nothing but sit at home and was the victim of a strange hallnoiziaition,
** might have beens.*’ That’s what I did,
wait, deluded with treeh hopes or sick- believing himself a olerk in the house of
Two Albany medical students went
and I’m none the worse for it now. Perened
by
fresh
fears
as
day
after
day
have
frfcftn
her
on
that
very
evening
to
out
after a corpse for dissection. They
’Morton
&
Go.,
and
giving
his
hams
ss
haps, though, if Georgia's father
Mark Drayton. Recognizingthe trap had dug open a grave, and were lifting
Bat that is all over and done with long hear a celebratedpianist,who was set- crept slowly on.
ago. Sometimes I think, though, that ing the whole city wild; but Georgie You understandthat, apart from the set for him, Mark by nis own account, the coffin,when a watchman fired upon
did not speak. She was only a friend horror of the mystery so suddenly thrust lost his head for toe moment, knocked them. The bullet hit a student and
r, and most learn to be qniet- into our midst, my heart was wrung for down one or two of the men who ad- tumbled him into the grave. He and
ide when others claimed his Georgie, bearing her burden of anguish vanced to seize him, and conducted his companion escaped, bnt without the
Perhaps the young man’s so patiently. Day by day her little himself generally so like a lunatic that body.
And we live in borrowedaunshlne
When the light of day la gone.
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A Noiel Wager.
At our
drove of thiity*8ixmuatangs nr*
01
lew York.
rjved at Jersey Citj. On April !* in
charge of six Oahromia rancheroe. inte to pajTpostage)a samphTof D©1>
Many of the animals were unbroken, bins’ Electric Soap to try. Send at once.
1000 BOLD LAST BEAAON
_
"tunM
and were driven ont of the cars in which
WITHOUT ONXIMBBU WWlonoN
Journalistic.—The success of the
they had been transported like sheep.
A Ntw Siwino Machine.
Iboeimpls to teear out.
None of the inquiriesmade in relation New York Shin is somethingmarvelous
in
journalism.
It
prints
ovqf
1,000,000
to them developedany information in
IM principle*, Mlflt WV fete
oopies per week.
:
regard to their ownership or purpose
here, and for a time an impression preREVOLVERS
$3.00
combined with the eel*,
PnaaB on tho face, rough skin, H4*Mfer|a.fou, NtcaiPuTa. BatMtoJaanaraatart.
orming the grandvailed that they were intended for the
c«
eat cu rati ve agenkhi the world of jisk
OtU.cica^r4
chapped hands, saltrheum and all cutaneous OM*I*n»turn. Addrvaa WKBTXEN BUN WORXS.
use of Mr. Bennett’sPolo Club. They affectionscored, the skin made soft and
had been shipped from Visalia, Cal., on smooth, by the nse of Juniper Tar Soap. That
March 23, and had been consigned to made by Caswell,Hazard & Co., New York, is ORVKL HOLDEN A CO., 187 E. Klnzie St., Chlc^; Rhenmatlgm, Neuralgia, Paralyala, Cramps,
the only kind that can be relied on, as there
the Baltimore and Ohio railroad here.
are many imitations, made from common tar,
Application was. made,. to tha«
which are wcsthlsss,
tlons, Epilepsy or Fite proceeding from
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COLLINS”
VOLTAIC
PLASTERS

THE VIBRATOR”

f

the Baltimore &a^Ofuo oom
formation, b ___
___ .r____

Corn and

flour are staple articles; bnt
that none would be ^imparted— at least not more so than Johnson's Anodyne Liniment,
where known. It ia good for children or
not for some days. This was, however,
adults, for any internalsoreness of the cheat
explained yesterday.
March 1 a or bowela, and the best Linimentprepared,
conversationupon the comparative mer- under whatever name.

_

On

$77
VII

its of California native and blooded
Suits, Laces, Shawls, Trimmings,
stock, between a well-knownNew Yorker and an old Californian,resulted, in a Etc.— J. W. Griswold & Co., manufactorem,54
Mndiaon-Ht., ChicSgo, offer the trade the Urgent
heavy wager for a nu* against time, to and beat lines of these goods at prices astonish-

take place within ninety days after March ingly low.
2, and on a track not further than 100
• The all-gone feeling which people
miles from New York. The amounts
Bometimea apeak of la caused by want of proper
were $25,000 against $15,000. The con- action of the liver and heart. Theae may be aaditions of the race were os follows : aieted,and the bowela regulated,by Parsons'
“ The animals to be used were the.ordi-. PurgativePills in email doaea,

nary grass-fed native horses, or mustangs, of California,picked up out of
the stock-yards without selection. The
race was to be run in relays, the
entire distance ridden by one man, and

been kept as secret
as possible, neither of: the parties to the
wager being sporting men.— New York
Times.

To all, partieokrljInfill d*. spring
Indication*

la

own Likeness in oil colors, to show our wort,
JL paintedon canvas, 6)tfx7X, from a photograph or tin
type, free with tho Home Journal,$160 a year. Sample
Ac., 10 cents.
Pa.

ifrfteiasrvss?.

So confidentare the proprietor*in the great value of
this Plaster over all other Plasters, that the/ do not hesitate to
It to no* sets greater—far greatercurative p rope rile# than all others combined, wBlle the
price of each, viz.,
cento, to within the reach of
every sufferer In the land. Insist, therefore,
upon having what you call for.

wabraNt

MA

YOUNG
U

1 V Uil
IfllJll promotion guaranteed. Ws
supplyall operatorshired by MetropoilUn and American
Holograph Cos., Chicago. Circulars mailed free.
TELEGRAPH INSTITUTE.Janesville. Wl*.

everywhere.Sent

Sold

’rop vie tors,

by mail, earefal*

*

Boato

-Th* choicestin the world-Importot*'
'rioee-LargestCompany in America—

FITS. FITS. FITS.

orderedcondition, until the disorder has time to develop

Centennial!

Catarrh

is a

common disease —

onnoe

of

pretentionla worth a pound of cure,

old and truthfulsaying. Therefore,we adviseall

an

who are troubledwith the complaintsnow very prevalent
—headache, indigestion, disordered liver,want of appetite, nausea, or

feverishskin-to take, without delay,

Schonck'a Mandrake Pills.
harmlessand decisive in

it*

We

^pSYCIIOMAlNCY,
How

action. It at once a trikes at

or Soul

K

RUT

Cards, for25 Cents. Each card contain!
fteene which Is not visible until held towards th# light
th* system. People never need suffer from any disease NothingUkethemeverbeforeofreredln
America. Blglndu:*.
menu to Agent*. NovxLTtr PrixtixoCon Ashland, Msga
arising from a disorderedconditionof the liver if they
would take this excellent medicine when they feel the
first

indications

of the malady. Families leaving home

summer months should

the

take three

or four boxes

with them. They have an almost instanta-

pills

neous effect. They will relieve the patient of headache
In

one or

two hours, and will rapidly cleansethe liverof
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/VARDS.— 50 whit* or tinted Bristol, SO
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9 Outfits

FOOTPRINTS of

c

2 FREE

1~l

'y,

.

*nu aiorenousoon your rsrm. Y our sta
fer from the drippings of your stable roof and the necessity of their lying In wet etaUe. These evils affect property, but when your house roof leaks It is worse yet : then

gtrret

Terms, etc.

& Co.,
PATTLI GREEK, MIOH.

Nichols, Shepard

50

$25 TO $50 FES Oil

sen

------------M. Pittenoill a

Stresi. Boston, Refc
Refers to 8.

Oo.

Made

Gan Actually be

BOOK

with the

MILLION.

for the

MEDICAL ADVICE

Opium Habit, &c., SENT FREE on receipt
oiitamp. Addreei.
Dr. Butti'DIipcnisry
No. 12 N. 8th it, Si. Louis, Ma
Catarrh, Rupture.

AND RELIABLE.

SWell Auger SAFE

Have Yon Weak Lringfl ?
Have You a Cough or Cold?
Have You Pain In Your Breast?
Have You any Throat Disease?
Have You Consumption ?

MNEMONIC METHOD OF

SHORT HAND,

Giving a speed of from 60 to 160 words per minute.
Now In use by the principalschoolsand colleges.Any
one of ordinary intelligence can become proficient In this
art within one week. Send for a copy. Price, $1.00.
Published by SEARS BROS. A CO., ExchangeBuildlog, corner Clark and WashingtonStreets, Chicago,III

USE Dr. L.

BUY THE

0.

0.

Are You

In

THE

CINCINNATI.

FOE THE CAMPAIGN.

the AGE8, Our

Weak and

?
Do You Suffer from Indigestion ?
Do You require a Twric?
Have You No Appetite ?
Do You need Building Tip ?

STJIV
after election, for
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Address THE

MONTH GUARANTEED.
Business first-olasa.Agents trantede*ery-

“

PINE TREE TIE CORDIAL

WE MEAN

York City.

IT!

AfiFNTQ ^ wbicribrn in one day. Lest literary
nublV I O. paper. Only $1.60 a year. Three $10

HORHK-POWKK.

OTJR

and

traveling

SALESMEN.
MANUFG

Andreas MONITOR

expenses paid

No peddlerswanted.

OO., Cincinnati,Ohio.

A Month.- Agents wanted. 36
tag articles In the

Address JAY

best

sell-

world. One sample free.

BRONSON,

Detroit,

Mlcb

to

sell
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%&Sif

Bos 68, CtaCAGO, 111.
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' Fruit
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x

ere operated entirely bv
and will bore at the nie of QO
They boro from

Jelly Press!

American Fruit and Jelly Presa Co..
Cincinnati, Ohio.
anted In Every Town amt Connty.

Agents

Walking Miracle.
:
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•
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^

so

Van Baren

GREAT WESTERN WELL AGGER CO,
BLOOMFIELD, DAVIS
(argute

in

GO.,

IOWA.

what paper yon saw this advertisement.

Barr

Selected French

ically and Mechanically Explained
by Illastratlona.
A book of Importanceto Hone Dealersand all lover*
of the bone ; sent postpaid to any addreu for 50 oentx
Address K.O. BTONE, Publisher, 770 W. Monro* Street.
Chicago,III.

Mill Stone*
etiperior

under runner#, for Farm

or

Merrhaat work.
Genuine Dutch An- The

Enemy

of Disease, the Foe
Pain to Han and Beast,

ker BolUugCleth, Mill
Picks, Corn Shelters and
Cleaners,Gearing, Shafting,

f Pulites, Hansora.etc.; nil
MrittdsofMHI Nacblaeryand
AlUlere’ eoppllea. Send for

Pamphlet. fMruub Mill

Company, Dos 1430,

Chicago.

CinriunotL Ohio.
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DOMESTIC
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,
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1

There will be many,

foot slips in these nasty dischargeson

who resorted to the fash-

ionablemineralpringe in by-goneyears, whose pocket*
will not permit them to leave thla year, as all must visit
the Centennial. We advise such to buy

"TO,

g??

•

O. K. U.

Tarranf$

Seltzer Aperient,
good from it, save money, and visit Phila-

drink It, get
delphia. A word to the wine

w

is

auffictenL

BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

Mug

How

! To

Avery,

BerrienOo., Mtek,

July
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gafSmBS relwbleTvidence.
heals the diseased glands by a specificinfluence
; and to assist, use

Dr/

upon them

V
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e.
Dear Air— From personal benefit receivedby Ite use. aa
well as from personalknowledge of those whose cures
ant to 8er "°m
treatmenk**Qd It |s pleaa- thereby have seemed almost miraculous, I can most
heartilyand sincerely recommendthe Veoetin* for the
mentare8oldbyd^0ei?^mefflcinee?ln8tra‘ complaintsfor which it is claimed to cure.
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LUDLOW,

Lets Pastor Calvary Bap. Churob, Sacramento, CaL

to"S6n^.Verti8ement0,E'aBt0De’ Vegetine
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HORSE AND CATTLE POWDERS,

the sidewalk and in the public conveyance ; and
ite diHagreeahlc odor, contaminatingthe breath
reat°su ff ioSiT /
"hen I was enduring such
of the afflicted, renders them offensive to their
associates.There is the highest medical authority -for stating that with fully one-half, if
•
to live,that I mar be of
not two-thirds,of those afflicted-with Consumption of the Lunge, the disease commences w»yto«Jd^uff^toi,’h^W'm'i^ ?ind 1 ^nnvrof no better
riltemS of n^hwmJn.nr.th‘n^‘^loee you this
aa Catarrh m Uie nose or head, the next step
to the throat and bronchialtubes-laetly
to the lungs.
important, then, to give
I am, sir. very reipoctiully]'
attention to a Catarrh

—

workmanship.Poi
Portable
Grinding Mills, upper or

TEMPLE

Street,

OTTHK

Wanted In every

P’OXJTZ’S

:

that snuffing, spitting, End blowing of
the nose meet us at every turn on the street.

M

PliDo-

State and Oounty in the United 8tatos. Bend for onr
IllnstratcdCatalogue, terms, prices, Ac,, proving
Selentlflcally,Anatomically, Physiologoar advertisements bona fide. Address

offerextraordinary
inducements— New Seven Octave
full iron frame,overstrunghus Pianoi, with Itosewood
case and carved legs, for $250— Boxed and deliveredat
any R. R. Depot In Chicago— Terms of payment, $26
easn, remainder $15 monthly ; or $60 cash and $10
monthly; or $100 cash and $25 quarterly-fiendfor cat*togue with fall explanation.

OF MUSIC,

St,..

Twelve Points

$250
REED’S

232 North Second

ts to

We

Mr. H. R. Stevens
»
Jeor.Sir— Though a stranger, I want to inform you
what Vegetine lias done for mo.
Last Christinasscroralamade Its appearance In my
system— large running ulcers appearingon mo as follows
Une on each of my arms, one on my thigh, which extended to tho seat, one on my head, which eat Into the skull
Done, one on my left leg, which became so bad that two
P^sictan* camr to amputate the litiib,though upon consultation concluded not to do so, as my whole body was
so full of scrofulathey doomod it advisable to cut the
•ore, which w»s painful beyond description, and there
was a quart of nutter run from this one sore. •
T?? Physiciansall gave me up to die, and said they
could do no more for me. Both of my Inga were drawn

Principal Depot.
So.

3 TO 8 FEET IN DIAMETER,

Of all sizes, and

PIANOS-

Druggists.

And ANY DEPTH REQUIRED. They will bore in
All kinds of Earth, Soft Sand and Limastone, Bituminous Stone CoaL
Slate and Hardpan,
And we MAKE THE BEST OF WELLS In QUICK*

upon thousands are overtaken with sickness without
suspicionthat It is caused by mercury or other subtle
poisons that art) so freely used in many medicines and
remediesof the presentday.

})y all

•

GOOD ACTIVE AGENTS

One-third more jnloe than by the old
process. A household necessity.Krcry family will buv one. Quart and gallon sizes. Liberal discount to tho trade.
For circularand terms, address,with
stamp,

12th Terse.
“By the rivers upon the banks thereof shall grow all
trees for meat whose leaf shall not fade, and the fruit
thereofshall be for meat, and the leaf thereof for medlcine. Our great Redeemer has made a provisionfor
tno euro of diseasesof man and beast, vet thousands

to train ;

him. How to tell a
tor. A NEW BOO
great Interestto Hu

Sold

AUGERS

FEET FER HOUR.

curomot free. Munton A Sponbleb, Pubs., Phlla., Pa.

ORA MONTH

WIEHARH

50 Ct«.

u“

SUN, New

Debilitated

PoYottwlriitobeStrongtndHealthy?

USB Da, L. 0. C.

r*r month. Agcnti Wanted. Ituelnee* honorabln, lucrative,permanent. Particular* fre*.
AUdreia, X. Q. Nettleton A Oa, Chicago, 111.

tjU-L^lv)for

WIfflim

FINE TRUE TAR CORDIAL.

And are prepared to demonitrate the fhet.

A

Styles, Prices,

comfort departs, and you hare a
P»l!»and
P*"* ^“toh th* steady streams ; there are wet oeilings
and falling plaster ; there is spoiled furniture, damp bedding and rheumatism ; there U the anxiouswife, wearied
with running upstairsto guard against new leaks ; it is
oecay,and ruin, and propertywasted. Ton cannot afford
it. Our Slate RoofingPaint vrill end your difficulties
and
make your roofs water-tight For nue roofs, our Rubber
Booling Felt, covered with Slate Roofing Paint, will give
sattof action to any one. For fnli information
In regard
to Hoofingand Honae Paints generally, send for our 100page Book, which Is free to all who writ* at once, and

where. Address, with stamp, T. 8. PAGE, Toledo, O

(3»1

oor In-

•..to,

EK,R

III

'

rowan.

TWO 8TYLHB OF HORSE POWERS, riu

History. Goodbfhed’b
Book, Bible and Map House, Chicago.

$444
$300
Ad

d“iien,fd Irnthm

cU. ; 50
ot*.; with your name beautifully printed oa
samples of type, agents* price-list,et*.,

them
•m.ind 66

A

"T

ftc’’

FOUR SIZES made fbr 6. 8, 10 and It Hong
Powers. Also a specialtyof Scpibatoiadodgnoi
and made txntrnir for steam
^

Charming.”

ava m«\ laarniatv ami Kaltiili« love "ml
afftcllonol any poreon they cliooae, luataiiUy. Thla art all can
poasea, free, by mall,tt cents; toxellieiwith a Uiver’a Guide,
Egypllaa Oracle,Dream*, lllula to ladlca,Ac. 1,000,000 told. A
fleer book. Addreu T. WILLIAMSA CU, Cub a, Philadelphia

t^'t’

W

rltlivr

know of no remedy so

tho root of tho disease and produces a healthytone to

common

PK®!*

wew robeUn-

are post*
In the large saving made by it will not employ inferior and wasteful machines, but will ImU on thin
Improved Thresher doing their work.

z

.or the

w ^•vwaaasisvmv.

FAP.MEBS and GRAIN RAISERS who

,

la

$10

Now

—

ono-halfthe nanal Gears, Belts, Boxes, and Journatoi
easier managed; mow durable ; light running j no coat,
ly repairs; no dust; no“lltterinA”tocloan
bp: not
troubledby adverse winds, rain or storma.

Imitation Gold Watcnes ana
Chains. 515. $30 and |25eadi. Chains
ft to tU , to match. Jtwelri olme iame.
a#et c.0.1).,by Kxpl'ea.. Send .ump for
IllBiirattHl Circular Collins Metal Watch
Factor v UA Broadway,New York. Box MBS

become conitlpated, and the ayatem to remain In a dis-

Itaelf. An

Z* h

ROOFS

ConvuUions and Corea. For furtherinformationion(i
to DR. J. OLSEN, Box 308, Galesburg.Bl.

tamp

'

Everybody is going. The tide sets toward
Fairmount Park. None of us will be at the
next American Centennial,and such a chance
should not be missed. Go by all means, if you
can. The month of June is the best time,
when the Great Expositionis fresh and in good
order, and before hot weather comes. But
just a word before you start. Get a General
Accident Policy In Tee Travelers’ Ins. Oo., of
Hartford, Conn. It covers all the risks of
accident, and costa but a small sum. A yearly
policy is the cheapest and best- Whether yon
go or not, accidents will banpen, and every
prudent man will be insured. The Travelers’ has paid 24,000 losses, amounting to over
#2,000,000. Anyagcnt will write a policy at a
moment’s notice. This Co. also furnishesthe
best Life Insurance,all approved forms, with
ample security, at very low cash rates.

-w“

1^78,

~ continually In-

baaauaedby allowing the bowala to

sued an essay in favor of international surrounding bile,and will effectually prevent a bilious
arbitration, in which he observes that attack. They are sold by all druggist*.
“ During the present peace, which the
Emperor of Germany asserts to be as
calm and as lengthenedas that which
Europe enjoyed during the twenty years Q/\ Extra Fine MIXED GAUDS, with name,
which preceded the reconstruction of A\J 10 conU, postpaid.L. Jones A Co.. Nassau, N.Y.
the Germanic Empire, cultivated and reProfitable. Pleasant work , hundreds now smligious Europe arms and arrays more ployed.bnndreds more wanted.M N Lovell. Erie. Pa.
than 5,000,000 of soldiers,or as many in
number as the whole population of Belgium ; annually expends in war about
300,000,000 of pounds sterling ; and if $10 2 $25rud.r8end
orchro?°
c4u'^*iurroRD’sBoNa,
Boston,
Mass.
to this wo add 350,000,000of pounds
ilay lurt l\trlitular$ Irtr. .
.>••
Mr*
....... Vinterest upon national debts, chiefly £5?
' A.a CI.F.tAi (S« Ouane
it ,N.Y.) It mj
j-uniii/c A rihuhlt. He offeri Agenti ixlriiuriiinary tuducenioDU.'
contractedfor war purposes, we have an
amount of more that 650,000,000 per
year, or nearly 2,000,000 a day, as the
sum which Europe in these latter years
dedicates to secure her own extermination and destruction. And as it is impossible to estimate the cost of pauper- ASTHMA.
ism in Europe, it is well to remember CiO A «* Day. HO W TO MAKE IT. Butintu Nt* d
V Honor abU. COL, VOMQE d CO., 8t. Louis, Mo.
that in England and Wales alone £150,000,000 have been expended under that
head within the last twenty -five years.
The deaths occasioned by the different
wars which have occurred during the
present century in Europe, Asia, Africa
and America exceeded in number the
whole population of London, and it is
absolutely impossible to calculate the
myriads of millions which these wars
have cost and have destroyed.And,
absorbed as we are in our preparations
to resist wars between nations, we never
imagine that we are by such a system
exposing ourselves to provoke a social
war of classes,and we forget the existence of more than five millions of destitute poor who afflict the heart of civilized Europe with their piteous lamentations — five millions of laborers who
deeply feel the consequences of resolving
international conflicts by means of force
and enormous war imposts, and who
might in their turn determine to attempt
the employment of force, and in their
brutalized desperation devastate with
the fire-brand of socialism the achievements of many generations.”

— .-1

nvrJFi/lmJJLSL

a trying aetaon.

of alckneaaahould at onoe bo attended to.

Fatal diaeaaflamay

of these

Don Arturo de Marcoartu,recently a
member of the Spanish Cortes, has is-

MaSilT

inducements

for

The State of Europe.

A OO., Augusta.

YTOUR

eradicates every
kind of humor, and reatorea the entire ayatem
to a healthy condition.

not more than thirty horses were to be

affair has

VICKERY

Vegetine thoronghly'

used. The feat to be performed was
the same as that achieved by N. H.
Mowery, on August 2, 1868, when, at
San Francisco,he rode 300 miles upon
relays of mustangs,thirty in number,
within fourteen hours and nine minnutes. The animals were to bo ridden
in the Californiastyle, with Mexican
saddle, Spanish bit, and free rein. The
horses are being exercised and broken
at their new home, while the principals
in the race are making the final preparations. The

p. 0.

Shoeks to tho Nervous System, Ruptures
and Htraine, Fractures, Bruleea, Contusions,
Weak Mnsolpnand Joints, Nervous and Feeble Muscular Action, Great Soreness and
Fata In any Part of the Body, Week and
Painful Kidneys,Great Tendernees of the
Kldneyi, and Weakand Lame Rack, caused
by Chronic Inflammation of the Kidneys.

Sold by all Druggists.

W.A.DR0WN & CO'S
UMRH.li!T.TiAS
factory

inducenjenlsand excl

materials.

Rail

Resolved,That the saloons pay a license
of Five DoUarsToi tko fiscal </ 1878.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS,
Satubday, May

1876.

27,

Breyman, Sipp and Schmid.—
Afay*— Cropley— 1.

adjtahMd.
Jomn A. Rooer,

Council

Tummy, May ft, 1879.
Common Ooaneil net paraaaot to

The
adjournment and was called to order by

§m

Mayor.
Preaent: Mayor Van Landegend,AM.

the

The

mlaotee of the
read and approved.
’

last

WESTVEER.
’>

THE CHEAP CASH STORE.

lORTM-WMTRRNR. X.

We

-M:

'V

HOUR, FEED, COM, OATS, FORK,

retail liquor dealer.
*

Foppe Klooster retailingwine and beer.
restaurant.

A

Omaia AMD CAUranu Lori
It

Ui

offer for sale and will constantly keep on hand a choice stock of

.

PETITION?.

John Meyers retailingbeer and keeping

'

P9

seat.)

Of M. P. Vlmeii as

<fc

Oity Ulerk.

PAUL

THE CHICAGO *

look bis

FIFIELD

%

ft.

IMitfttfttt*.

ST.

meeting were

(Aid Minderhont appeared and

MlVA
5

Fms— Kanters, tfautrau. Minderhout,

full line of

SAL1

9

Fancy and Staple

the shortest end beet roate for all points In

GROCERIES.

NorthwesterrlUinols,Iowa, Dakota, Nebraska,
Wyoming. Colorado, Utah, Nevada, California,
Oregon, China, Japan and Australia.Its
J* W. Minderhout, keeping a hotel.
Chicago, Madoon and Sr. Paul Lins
Is the short line tdr Northern Wisconsin and Min—Laid on the table.
nesota, and for Madison. Bt. Paul, Minneapolis,
ACCOUNTS.
Duluth and all points in the great Northwest. Its
Winoha and Br. Pam Lin
The following bills were presented for
la the only route for Winona, Rochester. Owatonpayment:
na, Mankato, 8t. Peter, New Ulm, and all points
J. W. Minderhont,service board of review.. $ 8.00 on Slonx City A 8t. Paul Railroad In Southern
O. W. McBride,
.. 8.00 and Central Minnesota. Its
C. Blom, selling liquor, and running a
pool and billiardtable.

i

“
“
W.Slpp, “
Kantera. “

“ “ “
“ “ “ .
“ “
“ “
Clerk “ **

“
“
“

OttoBreyman,
«.
K.

800

Also, all kinds of

TOBACCO, CIGARS, BIRRS,

ObiinBat and Mabqubtr Linb

8.00
8.00 Is the only line for Janesville, Watertown, Pond
John A. Booat,
8.00 Do Lac, Ohkosh, Appleton, Green Bay, Jtacanaba,
Cappon 4 Bertsch ........................... 8.68 Negannee, Marquette, Honghton, Hancock and
Kerwbnen, aoda ..............* ............ 8.75 the Lake S ape riot Country. Ita
Van Schelven, 1 copy aeaaion laws . ......... 2.50
Frbbfobt and DuBtrqui Linn
J. Van Landegend, Boom rent .............. 25.00
Is the only route lor Hgta, Rockford, Freeport,
- Referred to Com. on Claims and Ac- and all points via Freeport. Ita

We

goods for cash and for cash only and
not be undersold. We defy competition.

Chicago and Milwauxie Linb

counts.

the old Lake Shore Ronte, and Is the only one
passing throughEvanston,Lake Forest, Highland
Park, Waukegan, Racine,Kenosha to Milwaukee.
Is

REPORTS or COMMITTERS.
TUe Com. on Ways and Means, to whom
was referred the petition of Isaac Cappon
and 20 others, reported separately. Aid.
Schmid chairman of Com. recommended
Hint the liquor dealers should pay a license
of Five Dollars. Aid. Cropley, one of the
Com., recommended that they should pay
Five Hundred Dollars.

.

Pullman Palaci

offer these

Store, Corner of Eighth and Market, Street*.

FHIENIK HOTEL
- and
DINING HALL.

-

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS

IN

Phoenix Hotel is now
the popular resort of most all

the travelers coming to

RUBBERS, ETC.

city

K. Van Haaften, sod* .......................
$86.00
John Rooat, stone .......................
27.no
Partington A Scranton, rope ................
4.25
H. D. Post, service and room rent for election5.50
A. Van Vnuren, labor on street .............2.19
C. Verechnnre. clerk election ................
S.U)
J arob Smit, labor on street ..................
.88
M. Lysen
*• “ ................12.00
1

“

—Adopted.
The Com. on Claims and Accounts also
recommended that the bill of R. B. Ferris,
be referred to the Chief Engineer of the
Fire Department, and the bill of Wn\
Van Patten, be referred back for explanaThe Com. on Fire Department

Street,

to

whom

of Columbia Engine Co. No. 2, recoin
mended that they be approved —Adopted.

the changes as marked in the printed rules
now in use on Clerks’ Table.

certain City Officers for the fiscal year, 1870,
as signed by the Mayor.— Referred to Cora,
on Printing.

Steketee,

“
«
Sipp, “ h

* h
“ * *•
*

8.00

—Adopted.
By Aid. Minderhout,

Michigan!110 Regi*t“. of

Dwd*’ 0tUw* County,

Dated: Holland, March

1,

& McBride, A

H E A

Holland,

FOR

fiscal year, 1870.— Carried.

By Aid. Breyman,

SALT,

way of

iNTi-sms

Micro- Scientific Lantern,

Stereo Panopticon,
UniversityStereapticon,
Artopticon,

Feb. 24, 1876.

mwmm

SCHOOL

PEOPLE’S LANTERN. LAWTERN’

pili\

Each style being the best

— SOLID

the market.

nece._J9

—

A.T

IPHCEITIX
- BY WALSH, Druggist. Planing Mill.

Wholesale and Retail
H.

Holland, Mich.
Holland, Mich., Feb.

we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,

In re-building our new shop

25, 1875. 2-tf

0]

Meat Market,

Most Approved Patterns;

the

And we are

confident we can satisfyall whe

want

Planing, Matching,

Jacob Kmte.
expect to see ail our old friends, to come and call
on me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
Induce them to purchase their daily rations with
me.
I

sell cheaper

1874.

JACOB KUITE.

14,

Or Re-Sawing Done.
WE HAVE

A

STEAM

id’rtt KiLnsr
AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
WE SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.

than any

one in this City.

DOORS, SASH

AND BLINDS,

Or anything in our line, manufactured on abort
notive.

46 2-s

W. VERBEEK

H.

<fe

Co.

FLIEMAN, mBOOSiBOWLOSnOWBSMD!
, « 8^’

J.

MANUFACTURER OF

jrfgSMw

Top or Open Buggies,

published^a new edition of

radicalcure (without mediclDe)
Spennatorrcea or Seminal Weak-

the
of

Light & Heavy Wagons.

O* .........

Fairbanks FURNITURE SLEIGHS TRUCKS

_

---

Harvester. Empire State

Also eole Agent for the

’s

M. Reidsema & Bon.

Mow-

tors, Et., Etc.

'

SOUTH

FOR SALE!
STORE

fits,

etc.,

and LOT.

oftrfir Mto L(* 8, Bloekti, bdsf qsttafrMtfc
East comer of Ninth and Market SpeoU. CHy of
Holland. 1%e baildlnn are all na*, It la a desirable location for any kind of business.Terms
D. T| ROLLER.
IIollanz . Mick., March 3,
8-tf

BETsTD,

Price, io a sealed duvelope, only six cents.

INU.

This wagon if the heat wagon In use in thla State,
and the only alope-epokedwagon manufacU1
tnred. It is a better wagon than the Jackson Wagon, and I will Mil them Just aa
cheap, and give a written wanaatv
for one year. Wagona of my
own mannfkctnra I win
aell for

caUy.

Thia Lecture should be in the hands of
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope,to any address, post-paid, on receipt of alt cents or two
poet stamps.

Address the Publishers,

SIXTY DOLLARS
All

Work

Orders for repairs and parts of machines
taken and promptly filled.

1870.

l0-3m

rj
TpVBRY

•

il

Warranted.

1875.

one salted in the line of Cigars at

8CHOUTKN A MEENGS.

General Blackamlthini done with, neatneee

ud

<fcc.

The celebrated author, In thia admirable Essay
clearlydemonstrates,
from a thirty years' successful practice, that the alarming consequences of
eeir-abusemay be radicallycured without the dangerous use of interoalmedicineor the application
of the knife; pointingout a mode of cure at once

I

eaev.

induced by self-indulgence or aexual extra-

vagance,

------ O—

AT

Horse Rakes. The Dodge
Plow, of Kalamazoo. BuckHOUSE,
eye Grain Drills. Cultiva-

Holland, April 20

of Its class in

Lantern.

Mich., Oct. 28, 1875.

Farm Implements.
J
-

LANTERN. FAMILY LANTERN

rorC;X^,0'o&^-llh

STEKETEE.

USTEW

Lanterns,

ic

Being Manufacturersof the

Have a specific influenceupon the Liver an
Bowels,and stimulate these organs into such vie
orous action that the impediments are removed. Aay InUrprfiiag mu cu make money with a Marie
*
Favorablyknown by operating mildly.
They prevent ail irregularitiesoriginating from
tyOut out this advertisementfor referimpurities of the Blood.

Holland,Feb.

-

Mag-

Stereopticons and

at

DR. SCHOUTEFS

Flour and Country I will

Mortgagee.

D-QUARTERS
-

of

deal also extensivelyin
P. & A.

A. D. 1870.

tty's for

BARRELS

We
Produce.

JOHN GARRETSON, Mortgagee.

Resolvoi, That the proprietors of Hotels

City license of one dollar for the

found

are the Headquartersfor every thing in the

is

Shawls,
Since the dissolution of our co-partnership, I am
cariyingonthis business alone.attheOLD STORE,
Yarns
where I can be found at all times, and where I will
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of .SaW ana
Cottonades Fresh Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices.

'’am er. Triumph Reaper. Gale’s

.........2’$

to be

We

Advertiser's Stereopticon,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Blankets,

combined Reaper
J.
and Mower. Adams & French

Brennan, “
Kantera, ••

Holland, Mich.,

DEALERS,

- - - — ....... .
-------- <j
Resolved, That River street be placed Id
order on both the north and south ends un- Have opened a Salesroomon Eighth street in the
store formerly occupiedby Slooter A Higgins,
der the direction of the Com. on Streets,
* opposite the City Hotel, wh*re the Farmers
Roads and Bridges, with power to purof this section of the countryare respectfullyinvited to examine all the
chase gravel if needed to repair the same.
improved machinery lately In—Corned.
troduced in Agriculture
After a recess of ten minutes the Com. on
Claims and Accounts reccom mended the
following bills for oayment In addition to
, Russell’s
those recommended before:

r*

his

any hotel in this city. Success
to the Phoenix hotel.

A A.

Photographic Materials.

Sheetings,

Heald

.u.w,:v:.v
J.w.MInfierhMt, board of review ......... 8,fl0
O.
»*
fi!oo
R.
•»
G. H.
».
JnJ

guests. Some of
rooms are being nicely and
to

the very best

Flannels,

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Aid. Matrau,

considered the best

ly

JUST RECEIVED

REPORTS OF CITY OFFICERS.
The Clerk reported the Ordinance entitled an Ordinance fixing the salaries of

is

neatly furnished. His table

HOLLAND, U1CH,

[Harrington’s Block, Eighth Street.]
Default having been made in the conditiona of
payment of a certain Indentureof Mortgage bearing date the first day of Jar nary, in the year of onr
Lord one thousandeight hundred and seventy-three,
made and executed by Aaron A. Brott and Rosetta
his wife, of the city of Holland, In the County of
Ottawa and State of Michigan,parties of the first
A heavy stock ef
part, to Jonh Garretson, or the dty of New Bruns
wick, and StatwofNew Jersey, party of the second Dry Goods,
part, and recorded in the office of the Register of
Clothing,
Deeds in and for the County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan, on the fourth day of March, one thousand
Groceries,
eight hundred and seventy three, at one o'clock,p.
m. of said day, in Liber ‘‘Z" of mortgages, on page
Crockery,
ten; And whereas there is claimed to be due and
Glass-ware,
unpaid at this date on said mortgage,the snm of
one htndrcd and forty-two dollarsand eight cents
Hats and Caps,
($142.08);and no suit or proceedings either in law
or in equity having been commenced to recover
Boots & Shoes,
the s:ime or any part thereof;Now therefore noEtc., Etc.
tice is hereby given that on Monday the twenty-ninth
day of May, one thousand eight hundred and sevenWe carry the heaviest stock oi goods in the City;
ty-six, at one o’clock in the afternoon of said day,
Buy in large quantities,and sell cheap for cash or
at the front door of the Court House, in the city of
Ready Pay. Staple goods in enormous quantities,
Grand Haven, in said County of Ottawa and State such as
of Mlchl.an, that being the place for boldine tnc
CircuitCourt, for said County, there will be sold at
Pnbiic auction or vendue to the highest bidder, the
premise* describedin said mortgage or so much
thereof as may be necessary to satisfythe amount
due and payable on said mortgage, with interest
thereon and all the legal costs and charges of such
sale and also an attorney fee of twenty-five dollars,
as provided'fofIn such mortgage,In case proceedings sh mld be taken to foreclose the same. The
and'following is the description of the lands and premises, as appears in said Mortgage,to-wit: That
piece or parcel of land, in the County of Ottawa
and State of Michigan, more particularly known
and described as follows,viz; Lot numbered four
in the sub-division of lot numbered one in Block

The Com. on Rules to whom was referred the revision of the rules of the Howard
Common Council, reported recommending

pays

- -

46-3

150

G. W. McBride,
John A. Kooat, Clerk

hand

Also Live Geese Feathers.

tion.— Adopted.

By

on

his

8TENNKTT,

for payment:

and

this

Stereoscopes & Views,
AHnuui hpkoM id Suiibli Tim,

proprietor gives every attention

F.

The Com. on Claims and Accounts reported recommendingthe following bills

CHR0M0S & FRAMES,

place to stop at. Certainly the

A Very large stock

Resolved, That we meet here to-morrow,
May 24, at 7 o’clock p. in., for the purpose
of looking over the grounds.— Carried.

Opp. MetropolitanHotel.

The

whom

Mortgage S?le*

691 (Broadway, Jfeiv York.
Manufacturers,Importers and Dealers in

McVICAR, Proprietor.

J.

BOOTS, SHOES,

By Aid. Matrau,

will

Cam

are run on all through trainsof this road.
This Is the only line rannlng these cars between
Chicago and 8t. Paul, Chicago and Milwaukee, or
Chicago and Winona.
At Omaha our Sleepers connect with the Overland Sleepers on the Union Pacific Railroad for all
points West of the MissouriRiver.
On the arrivalof the trains from the East or
By Aid. Matrqu seconded by Aid. Cropley South, the trains of the Chicago A North-Western
RailwayLEAVE CHICAGO as follows:
Itoolvtd, That the report of Aid. CropFor Council Bluffs, Omaha and Catttomia,Two
Icy be adopted und Hint the liquor dealers Through Trains dally, with Pullman Palace Draw
ing Room and Sleeping Cars throngh to Council
shall pay a license of |500.
Bluff*.
Few:— Matrau, Croply.— 2.
For 81. Paul and Minneapolis,Two Through
iVays— Kanters, Minderhout, Breyman, Trains dMIy, with Pullman Palace Cara attached
on both trains.
Sipp and Schmid— 5.
For Orten Bay and Lake Superior,Two Trains
By Aid. Breyman seconded by Aid. Sipp. daily, with Pullman Palace Care attached, and running through to Marquette.
Itoolwd, That the report of Aid. Schmid
For Milwaukee,Four Through Trains daily, Pullbe adopted and that the liquor dealers pay man Cara on night trains,Parlor Chair Carson day
trains.
a license of Five Dollars.
For Sparta and Winona and points on Sioux
Few— Kanters, Matrau. Minderhout, City and St. Paul Railroad and lor points in Min
nesota. One Through Train daily,with Pullman
Breyman, Sipp and Schmid— 6.
Sleepers to Winona.
jVay#— Cropley— 1.
For Dubuque, via Freeport, Two Through Trains
daUy, with Pullman Cara on night trains.
The Com. on Streets, Roads and Bridges, . Fbr Dubuque and La Crosse, via Clinton, Two
to
was referred the petition of G. J. Through Trains daily, with Pullman Care on night
Haverkate and seventy-two others asking train to McGregor, Iowa,
For Sioux atyand Yankton and points on Sioux
for the opening of Fish street from Tenth City A 8t. Paul Railroad, Two Trains daily. Pullman
Care to Missouri Valley Junction.
street to Sixteenth street, and the pelition
For Lake Geneva,Four Trains daily.
of Isaac Marsllle and 27 others of the For
Rockford, Sterling,Kenosha, Janesville,and
Township of Holland praying for the same other points, you can have from two to ten trains
object would respectfullyreport as follows: daily.
New York Office. No. 415 Broadway; Boston Of- 2t!i
After the completion of Centennial Park
fice, No. 5 State Street; Omaha Office, 253 Farnham
with earth from Fish street, your Com. es- Street; San Francisco Office, 121 Montgomery
timate that the expence of making a good Street;Chicago Ticket Offices:62 Clark Street,
passable track of 83 feet In width along the under Sherman House; corner Canal and Madison
Streets; Ktnzte StreetDepot, corner W. Kinzie and
west side of Fish street will not exceed Canal Streets ; Wells Street Depot, corner Wells
$500, for which amount a part of the* dirt and Kinzie Streets.
For rates or information not attainablefrom
is to be hauled to Seventh street to comyour home ticket agents, apply to
plete the width of said street and enable
W. H.
MARVIN HUGHITT,
the residents to build a sidewalkfor which
Gen.Pass.Ag’t, Chicago. Gen. Sup’t, Chicago.

they have often petitioned,your Qom. recommend the granting of the petition on
the following grounds: 1
the laying of a
sidewalk along 7th street as above slated.
2d, the necessity for opening another street
leading to the cemetery and country and
thereby avoiding the many railroad crossings. 3rd, the opening of Twelfth street
so as to facilitate the laying of a sidewalk
on said street west of Land street to River
Street.

<teC.

dispatch.

A

Horse Shoeing a

aso Tick; Poet ofleeBtt. tiff.

FOB SALE,
!u

ilSfbntR ^ti?bsrruS*

Apple, Quince, Chestnut, Mulbarft Apprl-

_

Speciality. cot. Cherry and Peach trees in bearing.

__ J.
Holland, September 1, 1873.

*

P3K,

ft.,

FURMAN.-

No money required down inquire of

-

Holland, April 19*

J.

VAN LANDEGEND,

